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Preface

We welcome all workshop participants to the 9th edition of the ZEUS Workshop in Lugano. This workshop series o↵ers young researchers an opportunity
to present and discuss early ideas and work in progress as well as to establish
contacts among young researchers. For this year’s edition, we selected 10 regular
submissions, four position papers, and one tool demonstration by researchers
from Austria, Brasil, Germany, Italy, Switzerland and the United Kingdom for
presentation at the workshop. Each submission went through a thorough peerreview process and was assessed by at least three members of the program committee with regard to its relevance and scientific quality. The contributions that
were accepted for presentation at the workshop covered the areas of Process
Analysis, Process Enactment and Modeling Languages, Stream Processing, the
Internet of Things, Cloud Management, and Software Modeling and Analysis. In
addition, the workshop will host a mini-tutorial on support for literature studies
with the JabRef reference manager.
The workshop program is further enriched by two keynotes. The first keynote
is held by Daniel Lübke on the topic Why developers don’t like BPM and how
research can help discusses the perception of the BPM field by developers in
industry. The second keynote titled From Service- to UI-Oriented Computing:
The Vision of an Intuitive Composition Paradigm is given by Florian Daniel, who
presents a composition paradigm that leverages the UIs of applications, instead
of their APIs, and that makes composition-based development accessible to an
ever wider range of developers.
The workshop is generously sponsored by innoQ Deutschland GmbH.
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Towards Certified Data Flow Analysis
of Business Processes
Thomas S. Heinze
Friedrich Schiller University Jena, 07743 Jena, Germany
t.heinze@uni-jena.de
Abstract. Data flow analysis allows for the static analysis of business
processes. Certified data flow analysis would even allow for a trustwhorty
analysis, as the analysis comes with a machine-checkable correctness proof.
In this paper, we argue for a certified analysis of business processes.

1

Introduction and Motivation

Data flow analysis has shown to be a utility for business process modeling
and analysis, be it for supporting formal verification [5,6], for analyzing dataor control-flow related process properties [2,11], or for optimization and reengineering [8]. In particular two aspects make it such a useful method: (1) Data
flow analysis provides a general framework which can be easily adjusted to
new domains and analysis problems, (2) data flow analysis is grounded on wellfounded theories like Kildall’s lattice-theoretic formulation [7] or Cousot’s abstract
interpretation [4]. While the latter aspect offers a way to formally show an analysis
to be correct, until now, only a small number of data flow analyses for business
processes have been proven correct, mostly using pencil-and-paper proofs and just
considering termination [2,5]. This is suprising considering the recent advances
made in the verification of static analysis. State-of-the-art approaches define
not only an analysis but rather add a mechanized, that is machine-checkable
proof of its correctness. The term certified analysis has therefore been coined, as
a user does not need to trust in such an analysis but can automatically check
its conjoined correctness proof. Most notably, the verification of an optimizing
C compiler [9] documented the power of the certified analysis approach.
In this position paper, we argue for the idea of a certified analysis of business
processes. We believe the advantages to be manifold. For instance, the complexity
of business process modeling languages like BPEL and BPMN make not only
the design and implementation of processes, but also of analyses error-prone. An
approach for proving analysis correctness thus helps in regaining confidence. This
can be of vital importance considering, e.g., business processes in healthcare.
Further, a mechanized correctness proof of a compliance analysis augments
process auditing scenarios [1] with an orthogonal check that the audit itself can
be trusted. Synthesizing an analysis from its correctness proof, even relieves
the analysis designer from the implementation burden. In the following, we will
introduce the concept of certified analysis based upon abstract interpretation,
sketch challenges which arise when applied to business processes and finally
outline our first steps towards a certified data flow analysis of business processes.

2
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2

Abstract Interpretation and Certified Analysis

Data flow analysis can be seen as abstract interpretation [4], where programs are
evaluated using abstract values instead of concrete values. As an example, instead
of performing arithmetic operations on integers when executing a program, an
analysis may only track whether an integer has abstract value odd or even. In this
way, e.g., addition boils down to four cases: even +even = even, even +odd = odd,
odd + even = odd, and odd + odd = even. The domains of abstract and concrete
values are connected by the concretization function “, which maps abstract values
to the represented concrete ones, e.g., “(odd) = {1, 3, 5, . . . }. In addition, the
abstract domain A should form a partially-ordered set, reflecting precision among
abstract values such that ’a, b œ A : a Æ b ¡ “(a) ™ “(b), and contain a distinct
top element with ’a œ A : a Æ top, representing all concrete values. Executing a
program’s statements on concrete values can be formalized using Hoare’s weakest
precondition calculus, as in [3], which yields the concrete semantics. The effect of
statements on abstract values is defined by the analysis in terms of a monotone
function f : A æ A mimicing, e.g., above’s addition example, which in this way
provides the abstract semantics. An analysis based upon abstract interpretation
then calculates a fixpoint abstract value, i.e., f (a) = a, for a given program by
continuously applying the abstract semantics to an initial abstract value until the
fixpoint is reached (optionally using accelerators like widening/narrowing [4]).
An analysis can then be shown correct based upon abstract interpretation, iff:
’a œ A : ci œ “(a) æ f (a) = a æ ’cÕ : cinitial

cÕ æ cÕ œ “(a)

meaning that a fixpoint a of the abstract semantics, that includes the initial
concrete value ci of the program in its concretization, also includes the concrete
values cÕ of all reachable program states, cinitial
cÕ , in its concretization. Note
that correctness here refers to soundness, i.e., the abstract value a is guaranteed
to (over-)approximate the concrete value. The Coq proof assistent 1 has been
shown of use for proving analysis correctness [3,9]. Its inductive types provide a
way for encoding programs and its recursive functions for encoding concrete and
abstract semantics. Proving analysis correctness in Coq may still require manual
work, yet Coq allows for automatic proof validation and even to synthesize the
analysis implementation1 , which justifies the notion of a certified analysis.

3

Research Challenges and First Steps

While the automated analysis for certifying business processes has been a recent
research topic [1], we are not aware of any prior work on the certification of such
an analysis for business processes itself. As indicated above, though, the area of
static program analysis provides a rich spectrum of methods for proving analysis
correctness. Yet, business processes and business process modeling languages
feature certain peculiarities which challenge a certified analysis approach:
1
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– First, as parallelism is essential to business processes, the concrete and
abstract semantics need to reflect parallel executions. Application of (concurrent) separation logic [10] can thus be of advantage, extending the Hoare
calculus with a rule for independently reasoning about parallel processes.
– Second, the phletora of language constructs in languages like BPEL or BPMN
make formalizing the concrete semantics a tedious task. We thus opt for an
approach, where we consider a kernel of basic language constructs, mapping
all other constructs onto the kernel. This is a common method to boil down
the complexity of a language [2] and furthermore provides a starting point
for coping with the different and often mixed types of data flow definitions
(XPath, Java, scripting languages, etc.) used in BPMN processes.
– Third, unstructured processes. While unstructuredness in case of sequential
control flow alone can be handled by basing semantics on low-level jump operations instead of high-level ifelse or loop statements, mixed use of gateways
as possible in BPMN, even more in the presence of the notoriously difficult
to formalize (inclusive) OR gateway, provides for a real research challenge.
Currently, we are formalizing a toy language for business processes in Coq,
supporting basic workflow patterns, e.g, sequence, parallel split/synchronize,
exclusive choice/merge, and a data flow analysis for computing communication
dependencies (see [2]). This language shall be enriched in future steps. Future
work will also address other analyses, where we want to follow a modular approach
using a general analysis framework, which is instantiated for a specific analysis.
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Abstract. The Business Process Model and Notation 2.0 is nowadays
the de-facto standard for process and workflow modeling. It is supported
by many modeling tools and engines which are able to consume and
execute processes modeled in the native BPMN 2.0 syntax. Despite
its popularity, there are still issues and drawbacks regarding standard
compliance of BPMN 2.0 process models. This paper elaborates on reasons
for such compliance problems and describes how those compliance issues
can be revealed by performing automated checks. Finally, it is shown that
standard compliance is still an issue by analyzing a set of process models.
Keywords: BPMN 2.0, standard compliance, static analysis

1

Introduction

Since its publication by the Object Management Group (OMG) in 2011, the
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) 2.0 [15] is the de-facto standard
for process and workflow modeling, both accepted in academia and practice. This
is also reflected by its adoption as an ISO/IEC standard in 2013 [10]. BPMN 2.0
is used in a wide range of scenarios ranging from simple visualization purposes
on a classic whiteboard, over documentation and simulation to actual execution
of modeled processes using dedicated BPMN engines. Depending on the scenario,
there is an increasing need for valid, standard compliant process models and
model serializations, as these are a prerequisite for sensible results, especially for
process simulation and execution [6, 13].
The specification [10] defines which visual shapes can be used for modeling,
which constraints have to be respected and finally, since 2.0, how a model should
be serialized in a standardized XML-based format. However, due to the extent
and the complexity of the specification it is hard to create actually standard
compliant process models without tool support. The same problem arises if the
standard compliance of given process models should be evaluated by asserting
the absence of rule violations. The compliance checks are hampered by the vast
amount of constraints to respect as well as by the fact that these constraints are
not clearly presented in a dedicated list, but are scattered all over the standard
document. The specification also contains several editorial flaws and semantic
inconsistencies [2, 7]. Unfortunately, the OMG does neither provide any reference
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implementations, nor a tool to check the conformance of actual process models.
They at least provide normative XSDs, but, as shown in [7], a schema validation
is not sufficient to check all constraints, as most constraints are not expressed by
the XSD files. Thus, an important prerequisite for actual standard compliance
checks is an extensive and clear documentation of all relevant constraints defined
in the specification. Such a documentation has been published in [4]. Based on
this previous work, we present an approach to automatically assess the standard
compliance of BPMN process models using the tool BPMNspector in this paper.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: First, we briefly discuss
related approaches dealing with the analysis of standards compliance or conformance in Section 2. Section 3 demonstrates how standard compliance of process
models can be assessed by automated checks using the tool BPMNspector. The
tool is used to evaluate a set of publicly available process models in Section 4,
which gives empirical insights into common problems showing that standard
compliance still cannot be assumed in practice. The paper is concluded with a
summary and a brief outlook on further research directions in Section 5.

2

Related Work

Various related approaches deal with the standard compliance or conformance of
process languages and their implementations in modeling tools and engines.
The OMG itself founded the BPMN Model Interchange Working Group
(MIWG)3 to foster the interoperability of modeling tools [1, 12]. However, the
approach and focus of the BPMN MIWG is different to ours: They analyze tools
based on a set of reference models and check whether the tools are capable of
loading, storing and recreating the models in a BPMN compliant serialization [12].
Thus, this work improves process models only indirectly as they target the
improvement of modeling tools. Moreover, an important aspect is left out by the
BPMN MIWG: They only check whether tools are able to create and deal with
valid models. It is not investigated whether the tools are able to detect invalid
models and whether the tools prevent the creation of invalid processes.
Apart from the static standard compliance properties of process models,
several works concentrate on behavioral correctness of BPMN processes (e.g.
[3,8,16]), and BPMN process engines [5,6]. For example, the absence of deadlocks
as well as lack of synchronization in BPMN process models is investigated in [16]
using an approach based on Petri nets.
A broader view on the quality of BPMN models is investigated in a recent
empirical study in which more than 500 models from industry are analyzed:
In [13] not only syntactical rules and advanced structural aspects such as deadlock
freedom, but also layout and labeling guidelines have been analyzed, which refers
to the pragmatic aspects of model quality. In total, the authors claim to have
checked “35 well-known BPMN guidelines and correctness rules” [13] extracted
from BPMN textbooks. Their results regarding structural aspects indicate that
3

The project website is http://www.omgwiki.org/bpmn-miwg/doku.php
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99% of the models are syntactically correct. However, in 22% of all models a
deadlock has been found and 42% contain a lack of synchronization (i.e., an
unintended multiple execution of process parts). On the downside, only a small
subset of all correctness requirements are actually checked, as there exist far more
than the checked 35 guidelines and rules [7]. Moreover, the syntactical correctness
of BPMN process models can not be taken for granted, as all analyzed models
have been created with the same modeling tool, thus not giving a representative
insight in the whole state of the art in the BPMN modeling tool market.
Closely related to this work, but dedicated to WS-BPEL [14], is an approach
to automatically check WS-BPEL’s static analysis rules [9]. We are reusing their
proposed language independent API as the basis for the implementation of the
tool presented in the next section.

3

Automatic Assessment of Standards Compliance

As shown in [7], the compliance assessment of BPMN process models must be
automated to be feasible for the more than 600 necessary constraint checks.
An XML schema validation of the process model in the normative BPMN 2.0
serialization format [10] is a good start for such an automatic assessment. However,
previous studies have proven that an XSD validation alone is not sufficient
as it only detects structural violations, but referencing issues and the more
sophisticated constraints are not covered [7]. Thus, we have developed the Java
tool BPMNspector 4 to check the referential integrity and also most of the more
sophisticated constraints listed in [4].
Package

input
output
Location
int row
int column
String xpath

1

initial file

File
String path

BPMNspector
0..1
location

0..1
location

Violation
String constraint
String message

0..*
ValidationResult

1..*
found files

File
String path

Warning
String message

0..*

Fig. 1. BPMNspector API Class Diagram (adapted from [9])

BPMNspector enables checks of single BPMN 2.0 process model files as well
as whole process model collections - either as a standalone tool or integrated
into other tools. The API provided by BPMNspector (see Fig. 1) is (process)
language independent and has already been used by a tool checking the static
analysis rules for WS-BPEL [14] process models [9].
4

More information can be found on the project web site http://BPMNspector.org, the
source code is available at GitHub: https://github.com/uniba-dsg/BPMNspector
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The basic validation workflow is visualized in Fig. 2: After parsing the command line options, the BPMN file, and potentially needed further artifacts (as part
of the input package, see Fig. 1) are transformed into an internal BPMNProcess
representation. During this step the input files are also checked for schema validity.
Next, the referential integrity is checked, i.e., do all referenced elements exist and
do they have an allowed type. In the final step, the so called EXT constraints [4]
are evaluated. The EXT constraints describe more complex constraints which
are not expressed in the normative XSDs. They are defined in a declaritve way
using Schematron [11], which is an ISO standard dedicated to define and check
constraints for XML-based documents. If a violation of a constraint is found, it
is added to the ValidationResult which is the output of the tool (see Fig. 1) and
basis for the reports created after the execution of all validation steps.

Fig. 2. Basic Workflow of BPMNspector (single file validation)

The reports, either in XML or HTML format, clearly state whether the checked
file is valid. For invalid processes each warning, or found constraint violation, is
described by a textual explanation and a pointer to the error location.

4

Empirical Insights and Discussion

The tool BPMNspector has been used to evaluate publicly available models from
different process collections. The first source is the BPMN-by-example document
provided by the OMG5 . These models have been created by BPMN experts
as part of standard development to demonstrate the capabilities of the BPMN
specification. Although they are officially marked as “non-normative”, these
models are widely used and referred to both in academia and practice. Thus, they
should be valid to avoid confusion of users and tool developers. Another set of
process has been created by BPMN MIWG6 to assess the standard compliance of
5
6

see http://www.omg.org/cgi-bin/doc?dtc/10-06-02
available
at
https://github.com/bpmn-miwg/bpmn-miwg-test-suite/tree/
master/Reference
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Table 1. Result Overview: Evaluated Process Collections
description

models valid invalid

BPMN-by-example
BPMN MIWG reference models
Collection of QuDiMo Project

26
12
32

16
8
0

10
4
32

totals

70

24

46

modeling tools. As these models are the basis for the evaluation of the standard
compliance, they itself must be standard compliant for sensible results. More
complex models are included through a process collection of the research project
QuDiMo7 .
In total, 70 process models are taken into account, ranging from a very small
model containing only 9 process elements, to a complex model containing 364
process elements in an XML file with 2361 LoC. Table 1 provides an overview of
the used collections and the number of valid and invalid processes.
The results regarding standard compliance are rather astonishing and a
contradiction to the findings of Leopold et al. in [13]: None of the process models
provided by QuDiMo is actually completely standard compliant. 27 of the checked
32 models are not even schema valid, mostly because required attributes or sub
elements are missing. Furthermore, also the models created by the experts of the
BPMN MIWG and the standardization task force contain errors: Whereas only
one analyzed model is schema invalid, more than one third of the BPMN-byexample and BPMN MIWG models contain at least one violation of a standard
constraint. For example, various BPMN MIWG models do not have all mandatory
attributes which “MUST” be present according to the specification, if a Process
is declared as executable.
Most detected constraint violations are related to the wrong usage of SequenceFlows. Some SequenceFlows are completely missing which results in unconnected
process elements. Another SequenceFlow related issue, especially occuring in the
QuDiMo models, is the connection of two elements from different participants
with a SequenceFlow. Instead, these elements must be connected by a MessageFlow [10, Chap. 9.3, p. 111]. Other frequent issues are non-allowed/missing event
definitions or missing declarations for executable processes, such as mandatory
ItemDefinitions. All in all, the 70 processes contain 954 found XSD schema or
other constraint violations. And only 24 of 70, i.e., roughly 34%, are completely
standard compliant according to the results of our compliance check.
There are various potential reasons for these findings: First of all it would
be possible that the tool BPMNspector is incorrectly implemented and thus
reports issues that are actually non-existent. To minimize this risk we adopted
several measures: The implementation is based on [4] which lists the constraints
to be respected by valid BPMN process models. All those constraints are di7

The project website http://pi.informatik.uni-siegen.de/qudimo provides more
information and allows for the download of the process collection.
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rectly extracted from the specification and for each constraint a reference to the
relevant passage in the specification is given. The source code of BPMNspector
is thoroughly tested with more than 450 process models we created for testing
purposes. Moreover, the list of constraints and the whole source code is open
to public scrutiny and we have reviewed both artifacts perpetually within our
group to ensure the correctness of our results.
Another potential reason for the compliance issues in the analyzed models
might be bad tool support. This is especially relevant for the models published
by the QuDiMo project as these models are automatically transformed from
another format to the normative BPMN serialization. It is also interesting that
the BPMN MIWG references models are accepted as a correct reference by all
participants in the working group. In fact, using some tools of participating
vendors reveals that they do not complain about any issues. The same applies
to the BPMN-by-example models: For example, state-of-the-art modeling tools
open the “Noble Prize Process” without reporting any errors and also a manual
triggering of the syntax checks does not reveal any problems. In the same file
BPMNspector reports six violations of two different constraints regarding the
invalid usage of non-visible, data related aspects. The inability of detecting
constraint violations reveals the already mentioned problem of BPMN MIWG as
they solely concentrate on the ability to create valid models, without analyzing
their error detection capabilities.
Last but not least, the findings in this paper might indicate that the standard itself should be improved and adjusted. Whereas there are some problems
regarding the editorial and also semantical quality of the standard text [2, 7],
there also exist clearly and strictly defined constraints which are just ignored by
most standard implementers. Especially, the aspects regarding data modeling
and execution through Web Services calls do not really reflect the current state
of implementation in modeling tools and engines [6].

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have discussed reasons for standard compliance problems
and have shown how they can be detected by automated checks using the tool
BPMNspector. BPMNspector does not only perform a schema validation, but is
capable of checking most other relevant constraints. Using the tool to test a set of
70 processes revealed that only 24 processes are completely BPMN 2.0 compliant.
Thus, we have proven that even basic “syntactic correctness” of BPMN 2.0
process models is not guaranteed, as 40% of all models failed to be schema valid,
which clearly contradicts previous results [13].
In future work we try to incorporate existing work for behavioral correctness
into BPMNspector, as such aspects are even harder to detect in process models [13].
Especially the work of Prinz et al. [16] looks promising to reveal deadlocks and
lack of synchronization. Furthermore, we plan to integrate the BPMNspector tool
into existing BPMN modeling software and BPMN execution engines to increase
their capability of detecting invalid process models, which are currently rather
weak int this respect [6, 7]. Therefore, this help the users and developers to create
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valid and standard compliant BPMN process models, thereby mitigating one
of the omissions of BPMN MIWG. Moreover, we will analyze more processes
from open repositories and process collections to gather further insights in the
actual usage of BPMN 2.0 and its frequent problems. This should not only
indicate common problems but also provide interesting insights for clarifications,
improvements and modifications in further revisions of the BPMN specification.
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A Conceptual Framework for Understanding
Event Data Quality in Behavior Analysis
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Background and Motivation
Process mining aims to derive useful insight for improving business process
efficiency and effectiveness. These mining techniques rely heavily on event data,
in the form of event logs, to provide accurate diagnostic information. The quality
of such event data therefore has a large effect on the quality and trustworthiness
of the conclusions drawn from the mining analysis and the subsequent business
decisions made.
Traditional data quality frameworks focus on identifying quality dimensions
extensively from a data perspective and improving the overall data quality in the
long term. While long-term data quality improvement is certainly useful, this
may not aid analysts in practice who are often faced with the task of analyzing a
given log of lower quality in the short term. As result, when the user conducts a
certain analysis (e.g., process discovery), these quality frameworks provide little
guidance for assessing or improving the quality of data for the analysis [ , , ].
To the best of our knowledge, only the work in [ ] presented event data quality
issues as specific patterns reoccurring in logs and discussed their possible effects
on mining results from an analysis perspective.
In the past few years, we have developed numerous approaches to deal with
event logs of low quality, for which no conclusive results are obtained when the
user applies existing mining techniques. Three main approaches have emerged:
(i) a trace clustering technique based on behavior similarity which allows the
user to identify process variants and then explore these variants to discover
more precise and conclusive models [ ]; (ii) a conformance checking technique
using partial order traces and alignments should the ordering of events in a log
be untrustworthy [ ]; (iii) a label refinement technique in cases where labels
of events are imprecise and lead to inconclusive models [ ]. However, as each
approach is dedicated to tackle a particular event data quality issue from an
analysis perspective, an overview for understanding the quality issues is missing.
In this positioning paper, we would like to discuss a conceptual framework to
help users understand how these quality issues could be presented and interrelated,
how our approaches may be positioned and how future data quality issues may
be classified. The conceptual framework is visualized as a table: the columns
The term conceptual framework has taken different definitions in different contexts [ , Chap. ].
In this paper, we consider a conceptual framework as an analytic tool that helps the user to
understand and distinguish different concepts and is easy to remember and apply.
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❶ Input log as-is
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❸ Preprocessed logs

❹ Discovered models

Fig. : Four examples of quality issues visualized as possible instantiations of
the framework, and the possible preprocessing steps followed.
outline the entities in input data (logs or models) that are relevant for behavior
(control-flow) focused analysis; the rows list two dimensions of quality, individual
trustworthiness (IT) and global conclusiveness (GC) which assess the quality
of event data from a data perspective and an analysis perspective, respectively.
Figure shows four instantiations of the conceptual framework for an event log
and is discussed more in depth in Section .

The Conceptual Framework
In this section, we first explain the framework, its columns, rows and the values
assigned to each cell. Secondly, we discuss four prominent cases of event data
quality issues and how they are captured by the framework. Finally, we discuss
how to extend the framework to capture other cases and conclude the paper.
Our studies into event data quality have shown that there are three entities
in event logs, whose quality or trustworthiness have an effect on the results of
behavior analysis (e.g., process discovery or compliance checking): ( ) quality of
events (E), ( ) quality of ordering of events, or relations among events (R), and
( ) quality of labels of events (L). These three entities therefore constitutes the
columns in the framework.
The quality of each entity is divided into two dimensions: individual trustworthiness and global conclusiveness. Individual trustworthiness expresses all intrinsic
qualities of event data; basically the trust of the user regarding how accurate
the event data reflects the real process executions. This quality dimension is
similar to accuracy or correctness dimensions discussed in the literature [ , ].
However, little research has been conducted into measuring this quality dimension
of event data sets. We propose to have three possible values for the individual
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trustworthiness, as the aim is to allow the user to use the framework with ease
and obtain a quick impression of the quality of the data. The three value includes:
+, which indicates that the user assumes
% trustworthiness; , which refers
to that there are some non-trustworthiness but the majority are trustworthy;
, which refers to largely untrustworthy data. For example, the user assigns
the individual quality of events of a log a + if all events fully reflect the process
execution (e.g., fully automated recordings); the user may assign a if the user
thinks there are a few events missing or some duplicated (e.g., when two doctors
attended the same consultation for a patient, the consultation might be recorded
as two events for the same patient). As another example, the ordering of events
in a log might be assigned with
should the user observe that many events
happened on the same date and no time is recorded.
Global conclusiveness indicates whether there is a certain path, a certain
structure, or a certain pattern that can be observed and is significant, indicating
such a pattern is not a random artifact. In other words, this dimension assesses
whether there is some behavior, possibly unknown, shared and repeated across a
significant number of cases, which implies that there is a particular mechanism
or force controlling the flow. Having such a mechanism indicates that future
cases would most likely follow this mechanism or pattern. We assign a + if such
mechanism is significant enough in a log to be observed and concluded, otherwise
a minus . The lack of conclusiveness might indicate the behavior is random or
unique, rendering the results of process analysis useless. We acknowledge that
conclusiveness is rather difficult to assess or to attribute to only the log or only
the model, because conclusiveness may also depend both on the technique applied
and on the expectations or understanding of the user of the results. The user
may therefore reassess conclusiveness based on the results obtained. Note that
there is no trade-off between the two dimensions, a good event data set should
be both trustworthy and conclusive in order to perform analysis.
Examples. Figure exemplifies four cases of the framework: the log as-is is
shown on the left-hand side; the four tables, one for each case, are shown in the
middle of Figure ; the preprocessed logs and corresponding models are shown on
the right-hand side. The first case (a) in Figure is well-known: the user classifies
the log as containing some non-trustworthy events (and relations), thus ‘ ’ for IT
of the events and relations. Nevertheless, the log shows the normative behavior
(main-flow) rather conclusively, thus ‘+’ for GC. Then the analyst may tackle
this issue by removing the non-trustworthy cases (or events) and discovering a
model from the trustworthy cases. Assume that the variant hA, B, C, Ti is very
frequent and concludes the main behavior, the user can filter out the other cases
and discover a simple, sequential model based on this variant.
In contrast, one might classify the same log as globally inconclusive (‘ ’ for
GC of the events and relations) but individual event as trustworthy (‘+’ for IT),
then we have case (b) in Figure . To improve the conclusiveness, one might
cluster the traces using behavior similarity, since the events and relations among
the events are classified as trustworthy. For each cluster, a more precise and
conclusive model may be discovered [ ]. As in the third case (c) in Figure ,
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the user considers some event labels as inconclusive (‘ ’ for GC of the labels),
while the rest of the log is classified as trustworthy and should contained the
main behavior (‘+’ for the rest). Then one may use this information to refine
the labels of events by finding similar groups of events that share the same label
and the same context. The log with refined labels then yields more conclusive
results [ ]. Finally, in case of (d) in which all entities are classified as trustworthy
and conclusive, one may simply discover a model. If the resulting model is of low
quality or inconclusive, this is an indication that the quality of the result does not
reflect the (previously assessed) quality of the input. One might revisit the table,
reconsider the values assigned to each cell (especially conclusiveness) regarding
the applied analysis technique, and improve the quality by preprocessing the log.
Outlook. The columns and the rows of the framework could be extended to
tailor the framework towards other analysis. For example, if the user conducts
performance analysis in addition to behavior analysis, one could add the entity
timestamps as a fourth column. Similarly, resources or data attributes could
be added as columns. The rows could be extended to other quality dimensions
of importance. Interestingly, one may add model quality as a row, assessing
the quality of the model as an additional quality dimension in the context of a
conformance checking analysis. As future work, the applicability of the conceptual
framework may be evaluated by conducting empirical studies involving process
experts or analysts.
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Abstract. Testing executable business processes is essential when developing mission-critical process solutions. However, developers and testers
are confronted with two major challenges: Keeping an overview of functional test coverage during test case creation and adopting existing test
cases to process changes during maintainance.
Our aim is to develop a generator-based approach that forces the tester to
create a classification tree, which keeps track of functional test coverage.
Using this classification tree the generator combines test fragments into
test cases. Both the classification tree and the code fragments are easier
to change than a complete test suite thereby allowing easier test case
development and maintance.

1

Introduction

Testing is essential for producing high quality and reliable software [6]. Testing
executable business processes that orchestrate services poses special challenges:
1. Processes are usually triggered by messages from external sources and communicate to Web services. External sources can also include user facing applications, like task managers. For sending messages to a process instance
and checking messages that are sent by process instances, all partner services
need to be mocked. This issue was already addressed by Mayer & Lübke [9]
and resulted in the open source tool BPELUnit.
2. Many di↵erent flows through the process model, covering both control-flow
and data-flow variants, have to be tested. This causes test cases to contain
many messages that are sent to the process. Therefore, BPELUnit test suites
consist of many lines of code. This amount of code decreases clarity and
makes it difficult to keep track of requirement coverage. Finding out whether
all requirements from the specification of the process are covered in a test
suite with thousands of lines of code poses a significant challenge.
3. A lot of test cases only diverge in later parts of the process. Therefore many
messages – especially in the beginning – are repeated often at the start
of di↵erent test cases. Applying even simple changes to the process can
therefore result in changes to every test case.
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In this paper we first give an overview over related work done in the field
of executable business process testing. Afterwards we propose a generator-based
approach that helps testers by reducing the aforementioned problems. We show
how the generator is used and the test models are created before we describe
two exploratory empirical studies that were conducted to validate and enhance
the presented concept before we conclude and give an outlook for future work.

2

Related Work

The use of classification trees was proposed by Grochtmann et al [4]. Their
classification-tree editor is used to systematically divide black-box tests up into
their requirements. Therefore one subtree per requirement is created and further
divided into concrete values that can appear for this requirement. Afterwards
they are able to automatically connect these pieces into test cases by picking
one value per requirement.
Lübke et al [8] proposed a way to measure test coverage for white-box testing
on executable business processes. This approach works by measuring which parts
of the code are executed. Therefore it di↵ers from the black-box testing proposed
in this paper but can be an additional measure for increasing the quality of test
cases for processes.
Another model-based approach by Lübke and van Lessen [7] is based on
BPMN-modeled scenarios. This approach also addresses communication with
stakeholders and is not focused on testers only. However, no test coverage metrics
are included in this approach and also the problem of test case maintainance is
not addressed.

3

Classification Trees and Test Meta-Model

Our approach is based on a classification tree as the main management artifact.
The structure of this classification tree and the attached technical information
is presented in this section. The data structured according to this metamodel is
used by a generator in order to create an executable BPELUnit test suite.
The meta-model consists of two parts: First the formalization of the classification tree (figure 1) and second the technical bindings attached to it (figure 2).
The classification tree consists of several categories (first level child nodes)
that correspond to di↵erent requirements. The categories can have subcategories
and values. Values are the leafs of the tree. For example, an image processing
software might distinguish between di↵erent shapes and colors. Both are independent requirements so they represent categories in the classification tree. Their
values are concrete shapes (rectangle, circle, . . . ) and colors (red, yellow, . . . ).
Possible test cases combine these, e.g. a first test case could use red rectangles
and a second yellow circles.
For every test case only one value per category may be selected. The goal is
to have every value used in at least one test case but to create as few test cases
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Fig. 1. Meta-Model for Test Classification Trees

Fig. 2. Meta-Model for Technical Bindings

as necessary. Values that represent errors should always get their own test case
as errors may influence the execution of the process drastically.
In the example three test cases are needed to cover all values because the
largest category (Shape) contains three values. The maximum number of test
cases is 6 (3 shapes times 2 colors).
Although categories should be independent from each other, the pracical use
has shown that this strict requirement is very problematic in practice: Often
values are independent business requirements but are technically not exclusive.
Following the strict theoretical model leads to few categories with many values.
In order to allow more readable classification trees, we allow semi-depedent categories and let the testers define conditions that prohibit certain combinations
of values. Such extensions have also been proposed by Lehmann & Wegener [5].
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Fig. 3. A simple Example Process for an Online Shop

For every value there is a mapping that defines which test fragments are
added to a test case that contains this value. This part is called “technical
binding”.
Mappings define which messages should be sent at specific points in the
execution of the test cases. They also define instances for variable slots. For
example in a message there might be a variable slot “purchase date”. Possible
instances for this slot are concrete dates from which one is chosen. There is also
the possibility to deactivate slots for messages and even complete partners of the
process, so that any communication to and from a specific service is disabled.

4

Generator Architecture & Example

We implemented a first version of a generator that follows the described metamodel: The classification tree is edited and saved in a spreadsheet and the technical binding information is stored in XML files. The generator reads all files
and produces an executable BPELUnit test suite.
In the following, we discuss a simple model of an online shop as a business
process related example. Figure 3 shows the corresponding BPMN diagram.
The classification for this online shop is shown in figure 4. There are three
independent categories with in total nine values. In contrast to classification trees
in “classical” software, the categories can represent process instance data (e.g.
message contents) or decisions made in the process (e.g. messages in deferred
choices.)
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Fig. 4. An Example Classification of an Online Shop

Fig. 5. Example for a Partner Track Definition

Figure 5 shows the definition of a partner track, which corresponds to a
mocked service. For tracks there are slots defined into which message exchanges
can be inserted.
These message exchanges are defined like the example in figure 6: The SOAP
service, binding and operation are defined like in a normal BPELUnit message
exchange but it may additionally contain variable slots. These are named places
for the insertion of test case specified data.
This data is defined in variable instances like shown in figure 7. The variable
has the same name as the variable slot it can be inserted in.
The connection between the two is made by mappings (see figure 8) and a
variable instance is chosen by its name to be inserted into the corresponding
variable slots. There are also message exchanges chosen to be inserted into message slots of partner tracks. In addition the figure 8 shows how to deactivate
single slots or complete partner tracks if required.
The generator is available as open source at GitHub4 .
4

https://github.com/ThiloSchnelle/bpelunit-facet-classification-generator
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Fig. 6. Example of a Message Exchange Definition with a Variable Slot

Fig. 7. Example for a Variable Definition

5

Exploratory Empirical Studies

In order to better understand the field of process testing and the implications
our approach might have, we conducted two empirical, exploratory studies: A
re-implementation of existing test cases of an executable business process taken
from an industry project and a small experiment with students.
5.1

Re-Implementation of Industrial Test Cases

The approach was applied to a process of the project Terravis [1], which had
a set of unit tests. These tests were re-implemented with the goal of exactly
reproducing the existing test suite in order to demonstrate that our approach
has the needed expressiveness for defining test cases.

Fig. 8. Example for a Mapping Definition
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The size of the original test suite is much larger compared with the size of
source files for the generation approach: The original test suite contained 437
declarations of message exchanges that took 3663 lines of code (LOC) while the
source files for the generation only declare 53 (12%) message exchanges in 1428
(39%) LOC. The metrics show that the generator approach eliminated much
code duplication in the test suite.
During the re-implementation two findings were made:
1. One test case of the existing unit tests used incorrect business data which
worked in the process because the data from this service call were not used
in this scenario. As a result, the process and the test suite was fixed. Because
the generator requires standardized message contents, this defect was found,
which is an advantage of our approach.
2. One test case that used anonymized data from production incidents was
found. The data was not harmonized with the other test cases. These regression tests should probably not be re-implemented in real-life projects or
should be transformed to (re-)use already existing message contents and test
data. This also shows that the generator approach probably works best when
unified test data is used so that the di↵erent binding pieces can be easily
joined together and be reused.
5.2

Student Experiment

The experiment took part in a university course. The participants started with no
webservice knowledge. They learned to model, implement and test executable
business processes. Their task was to test two example processes: One with
BPELUnit and one with the presented generator. Afterwards, the students voluntarily answered a questionaire.
Students on average created 2.89 test cases with pure BPELUnit compared
to 1.67 test cases with the generator. Some found working with the generator
to be faster in the long run and the additional e↵ort to be small. Others found
the additional e↵ort big and felt slowed down. The majority judged that the
generator is complicated but also increases the overview of the test coverage.
We think that the time and the experience the participants had were not
sufficient for the additional complexity introduced by the generator to pay o↵.
This is why developing test cases was slower with the generator. On the other
hand an important task of the generator - increasing the overview over test
coverage - has been valued by the participants.
From the feedback it also became clear that better tool support is needed.
As of now there is no GUI and XML files need to be written manually. This is
why we expect better productivity when tooling is in place.

6

Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper we proposed a generator-based approach to testing executable
business processes. An initial version of the meta-model and a generator have
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been developed and has been open sourced. The toolchain has been tried initially
in an industrial project.
Moreover, an exploratory student experiment has provided further necessary
research and development directions: Especially the missing editor support seems
to influence the development speed of the students negatively. Additional tool
support needs to be provided and an empirical validation has to be made for it.
Conceptually, the generator-based approach o↵ers the possibility to generate
missing test cases by combining di↵erent, yet unused combinations of values of
the classification tree. One possible algorithm to explore has been presented by
Cohen et al [2]. Research with “traditional” software systems has shown that
combining all possible values of two attributes with each other yields the highest
cost-usage benefits [3]. Further studies need to show whether these findings are
also valid for executable business processes.
We will follow up on the open research questions and will especially look
at the efficiency (how many defects have been found and comparison between
classification tree coverage and code coverage) and would like to join with other
academic and industrial partners to further enhance and validate our approach.
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Abstract. Today, business process management is a key for companies
to represent their operations using business process models. These business processes are executable using process engines. The process engines
can produce and consume events for the completion of the processes.
However, to receive the external events, we must rely on outer world
sources such as a weather API, a traffic agency, an email from a di↵erent
organization etc. While the digital world makes these message exchanges
very convenient, there might still be some latency between the generation
of a message and the detection of that message in a receiving process.
This latency between the occurrence time and detection time of an event
can cause a dilemma of choosing among the alternative paths triggered
by racing events and might lead to wrong execution of a process. This
problem is investigated in this paper. Also, some solutions are proposed
to mitigate the consequences.

1

Introduction

Business processes according to BPMN 2.0 [1] consist of several activities, events
and gateways. Events are something that happens in a specific context [2]. These
events can be produced or consumed during process execution. Now, in a distributed setup, it can happen that an event has already occurred but the notification of that event occurrence has yet to be received. This may happen due
to several manual or system latency. If we think about an application procedure
where candidates mail their documents and an administrator enters the information into the system, then it is obvious that the application reception time will
be di↵erent in the system than the actual reception time via post. In another
scenario, when we transfer money via some online payment method, though the
payment is done from our side, it may take several minutes or even days to reflect
the transferred money in the system of the recipient.
The discrepancy between the occurrence time and the detection time of an
event can cause dilemma for choosing among the alternative paths following
event occurrences. This paper introduces racing events dilemma in detail and
discusses the significance of it, rather the problems that can arise from it. Using
two processes for registering to a workshop and paying for the workshop, it is
shown that timestamp discrepancy can cause incorrect execution of processes.
This may have a negative impact on time, money, user experience or other
valuable resources. Possible solutions to mitigate the dilemma are also discussed.
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Foundation

This section introduces the relevant concepts helpful to follow the rest of the paper. Namely, we talk about business processes consisting of activities and events,
especially the racing events and discuss the emerging field of event processing.
2.1

Business Process Model

A business process is a sequence of activities performed in an organizational
context where all these activities collectively achieve a business goal [3]. The
activities and their coordination are visualized with business process models.
Nowadays, BPMN 2.0 is the de facto standard for modeling business processes.
Each business process model can be considered as a blueprint for several process
instances. An activity model can be instantiated for a set of activity instances.
An activity instance goes through di↵erent state transitions as shown in
Fig. 1. When a process instance is started, each activity in the process is initialized and is in state init. As soon as the incoming flow of an activity is triggered,
the instance is in state ready.
The state changes to running
initialize
enable
begin
terminate
when the activity starts execution. Finally, the activity goes
not started
closed
init
ready
running
terminated
to terminated state. If the activity instance is not started and
canceled
process instance follows a di↵ercancel
ent path, then it directly goes
skipped
to skipped state. Also, due to
skip
the occurrence of an attached
boundary event, a running acFig. 1. Activity instance life cycle
tivity instance can be canceled.
For all the activity state changes, the process engine generates transactional
events. These are di↵erent from BPMN events used in a process model. Let’s
say t is the function to depict the timestamp of events, be it BPMN event or
transactional event. Then to notify the beginning, termination or cancellation
of an activity A, the engine logs the events tb (A), tt (A), tc (A), respectively.
Talking about BPMN events, a process model can consist of start events,
intermediate events and end events. These events can be of type catching or
throwing [1]. For catching events, the control flow enables the event, waits for
it to occur and when it occurs, the process consumes it. But there are certain
situations where two events race with each other to determine the process flow.
Fig. 2 shows an online booking reservation process for a workshop. After
receiving the booking request, the information is processed and the booking is
confirmed. Participants can cancel the booking before they receive the confirmation. Once the place is confirmed, booking is not refundable.
To model that, activity Process Booking has an interrupting boundary
event attached to it. When cancellation is received while this activity is going on,
the booking is cancelled and the participant is notified about the cancellation.
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Fig. 2. Interrupting Boundary Event

Here the boundary event Cancellation Received is in a race with the event
notifying the termination of the activity Process Booking.

Fig. 3. Event-based Gateway

Another example of racing events is an event-based gateway. Fig. 3 shows
the payment process for the workshop. Upon receiving the payment information
from the participants, the organizers initiate the payment and wait for confirmation. The confirmation is forwarded to the participant once it is received. If
confirmation is not received within 2 min then the participant is asked to check
the payment information provided earlier. Here the racing events are the message
event Payment Received and the timer event after the gateway.
2.2

Event Processing

Though BPMN includes a set of di↵erent types of events, it does not say much
about the source of the events, how they are generated or how they can be
correlated. Event processing, on the other hand, explores such concepts [4]. The
single or atomic events do not take time to occur, like a weather update from a
sensor. Atomic events can be aggregated to generate complex events, e.g., a flight
delay message due to five consecutive bad weather updates. Here, the weather
updates are collected, matched with the route of the flight and the message is
sent to only those passengers who booked this flight.
Event processing platforms like Unicorn [5] are able to perform di↵erent
operations on event streams. It can receive events, parse them, aggregate them
based on predefined transformation rules to create complex events and notify
the subscribers about certain events. These notifications can be sent to a person
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or a system like a process engine that receives this event and reacts on that
according to the process specification. The complex events are mapped to the
BPMN events included in the executable process models in the process engine.
An event e generally has a timestamp attached to it to describe its time of
occurrence, identified as to (e). The time when the event is detected by a process
engine is called time of detection or td (e).

3

Problem Statement

If we look back to the example in Fig. 2, it may happen that the moment when
the participant pressed the cancellation link was before the Process Booking
activity finished. Nevertheless, due to server latency the activity terminated
before getting notification about the cancellation. In this case, the participants,
even if they cancelled the registration timely, do not get the workshop fee back.
This problem arises due to the latency between the occurrence time and the
detection time of the boundary event. Here, the problem raised as to (Cancellation
Received) < tt (Process Booking) < td (Cancellation Received).
Considering the example in Fig. 3, there can be a situation where the payment is done within 2 min but the confirmation is not received yet. In that case,
the timer fires and the participant is asked to review payment details. Since
there was not really any problem with the payment information, it creates confusion. Again, the problem occurs due to the timestamp discrepancy to (Payment
Received) < to (Timer Event) < td (Payment Received). In both the cases, with
re-evaluation of the situation, the money might be reimbursed or the participant might be informed, respectively. But still it will have negative impacts
such as extra time to communicate the problem with the participants, bad user
experience and probably some compensation from the organization’s side.
One thing to be noted here, the timestamp discrepancy can occur only for
those events where the source of the event and the receiver of the event are different. Since timer events are triggered by the engine itself, they are perfectly in
sync with the clock that is followed for
process execution. Thus, there will be
no discrepancy for timer events. So for
timer events to (e) = td (e) will always
be true. For other type of events, the
timestamp discrepancy can occur due
to manual or system delay. If the delay
occurs for the start event, the process
Fig. 4. Problem Statement
is instantiated late. In case of an intermediate event, the next activity is
started late. But there can be severer impacts due to timestamp discrepancy
that leads to a dilemma between the racing events.
Let’s look at the problem in general. Fig. 4 shows the boundary event e attached to the activity A. In this case, the two racing events are e1: the boundary
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event e and e2: the termination of A, i.e., tt (A). Now, the problem occurs when
to (e1) < to (e2) but td (e2) < td (e1).
According to a correct execution, if e1 occurs before e2, then the path lead
by e1 should be chosen. But since the detection time of e2 is earlier than the
detection time of e1, the process engine thinks that e2 has happened before e1
and follows the branch lead by e2. Thus, the timestamp discrepancy creates the
racing events dilemma which leads to an incorrect process execution.

4

Proposed Solution

Apart from the proactive measures to mitigate the manual delays or increasing
system efficiency to communicate faster in a distributed setup, the following
measures can be considered to deal with timestamp dilemma.
I: Delay Execution. If we know already that the maximum delay between the
occurrence and the detection of the event will be , then we can delay the execution of the process flow accordingly to accommodate the latency. For example, if
we know that in case of Fig. 2,  10 sec, then we can set the rule as following.
If after tt (Process Booking) + 10 sec no cancellation is received, then confirmation is sent. Otherwise booking is cancelled. This also has impact on the event
subscription since even after the activity terminates, we do not unsubscribe to
the boundary event, rather we extend the subscription time by .
II: Perform a posteriori Analysis. The process engine produces event logs where
the transactional events such as begin or termination of an activity are listed.
Assuming that the BPMN events carry the occurrence timestamp information
and the detection timestamp is found in the engine log, we can analyse the traces
after a process instance is executed. This tells us if the execution was timestamp
correct. To do this analysis, we assume that the systems communicating with
each other are using logically synchronised clocks such as Lamport clock [6].
Def: Timestamp Correct. An execution is timestamp correct if for racing events
occurrence time and detection time are in same sequence.
– When to (e1) < to (e2) holds, td (e1) < td (e2) also holds.
– When to (e1) > to (e2) holds, td (e1) > td (e2) also holds.
– For engine generated events, to (e) = td (e).
According to above definition, the traces 1. and 2. below depict correct execution whereas trace 3. is an incorrect execution for Fig. 4.
1. tb (B) tt (B) tb (A) tt (A) tb (C) tt (C)
2. tb (B) tt (B) tb (A) to (e) td (e) tc (A) tb (D) tt (D)
3. tb (B) tt (B) tb (A) to (e) tt (A) td (e) tb (C) tt (C)
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The a posteriori analysis will give us insight about the probable event for
which there is a discrepancy for most of the instances. Thus, we can try to look
for the source of the latency. If it involves manual event generation, we might try
to automatize that. If it involves sending events from one platform to another, we
might try to increase the efficiency of the platforms such that the delay between
occurrence time and detection time of an event is ignorable.
Also, we can calculate the maximum delay for each event from the di↵erence
between the occurrence time stated in event timestamp and the detection time
logged by process engine. This can be used then to apply solution I.
III: Create Updated Model. Even after detecting the source of latency and taking
measures to increase the efficiency it may happen that the discrepancy still
occurs. Or it might be the case that the manual or system efficiency cannot
be increased very easily. Then we can consider updating the process model to
accommodate the latency. In Fig. 3, if the a posteriori analysis suggests that
the payment confirmation generally takes longer than expected because of the
slow service at the payment gateway, we can set the timer at 5 min instead of
2 min. Thereby, we increase the probability of getting confirmation before the
timer fires and decrease number of incorrect execution of the process instances.

5

Related Work

Time is a fundamental concept while working with processes or events. Though
BPMN process elements follow sequences based on causality, a sequence in time
is also introduced while executing the elements in a certain order. E.g, if activity
A must happen before activity B, it implies that the termination of A should
be before the beginning of B. But BPMN does not di↵erentiate between the
occurrence time and detection time for an event. The existing process engines
like Camunda [7] or Chimera [8] react on the events only when they receive it.
Therefore, they consider only the detection time of the events.
In a distributed setup, the clocks of di↵erent participants should be logically
synchronized using Lamport clock [6] or similar algorithm. Though it makes
sure that the detection time will always be greater than the occurrence time of
the event, it does not solve the problem concerning racing events. The Timeout Reordering mechanism described in [9] stores the events in a queue and
delays their detection by a time-out which specifies the maximum delay due
to processing of the event. Using this time-out, the events are reordered such
that occurrence and detection time are in same order. Woo et. Al [10] have
also dealt with the timestamp discrepancy in a similar way. In their frameowrk
PTMON, they assume the upper bound of the delay is known and generate RTL
formulas to detect probabilistic timing constraints violation. However, none of
these methods consider the causal relationship of events with other elements of
the process, such as termination of an activity.
The work by Niculae [11] and Eichenberg [12] discuss about di↵erent time
patterns in workflow management systems where the minimum or maximum
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time between termination of one activity and beginning of the next activity can
be specified. These time patterns can guide us to optimize between the increased
waiting time for detecting an event but still starting the next activity timely so
that the overall process duration remains acceptable.

6

Conclusion

The BPMN racing events determine the path a process execution should follow.
Due to manual delay or processing time needed for communication in a distributed system, there might be discrepancy between the occurrence time of the
events and the detection time when the events are received in the process engine.
This timestamp discrepancy can cause dilemma between choosing the alternative
racing events and even lead to wrong execution of the process. In this work, an
investigation into timestamp discrepancy leading to racing events dilemma has
been done that shows the possible occurrences of the problem and the impact
caused by it. Also, a few proactive and reactive solutions are presented to mitigate the discrepancy that may eventually cause the dilemma. However, further
investigation is needed to check the frequency and severance of problems caused
by timestamp discrepancy in reality and e↵ectiveness of proposed solutions. Another future direction can be to explore if there exist an alternative to model
the processes without racing events so that the problem can be avoided.
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Tuning Browser-to-Browser O✏oading for
Heterogeneous Stream Processing Web
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Abstract. Software that runs on the Cloud may be o✏oaded to clients
to ease the computational e↵ort on the server side, while clients may
as well o✏oad computations back to the cloud or to other clients if it
becomes too taxing on their machines. In this paper we present how
we autonomically deal with browser-to-browser operator o✏oading in
Web Liquid Streams, a stream processing framework that lets developers
implement streaming topologies on any Web-enabled device. We show
how we first implemented the o✏oading of streaming operators, and how
we subsequently improved our approach. Our experimental results show
how the new approach takes advantage of additional resources to reduce
the end-to-end message delay and the queue sizes under heavy load.

Keywords: Stream Processing, Peer to Peer O✏oading, Autonomic Controller

1

Introduction and Related Work

In recent years the Web has become an important platform to develop any kind
of application. With the requirement that applications show results updated in
real time, it has become important for developers to use suitable stream processing abstractions and frameworks [1]. In this paper we explore the opportunity
to o✏oad part of the computation across di↵erent devices on which the stream
processing topology is distributed. For example, o✏oading and migrating part
of the computation eases Web servers deployed in the Cloud from computational
e↵ort [2], while reducing the response time on clients that can locally perform
part of the computation instead of simply rendering the result. Conversely, energy consumption may become a concern and thus the reverse o✏oading may
happen, from clients back to the Cloud [3], or – as we are going to discuss in
this paper – to other clients nearby.
In this paper, we take the o✏oading concept and apply it in a distributed
streaming infrastructure [4] where clients and the cloud are tightly coupled to
form stream processing topologies built using the Web Liquid Streams (WLS [5])
framework. WLS lets Web developers setup topologies of distributed streaming
operators written in JavaScript and run them across a variety of heterogeneous
Web-enabled devices.
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WLS can be used to develop streaming topologies for data analytics, complex event processing [6], real-time sensor monitoring, and so on. Makers [7] that
want to automate their homes and offices with Web-enabled sensors and microcontrollers can use WLS to deploy full JavaScript applicatons across their home
server and house sensors without dealing with di↵erent programming languages.
Streaming operators are implemented in JavaScript using the WLS primitives, and are deployed by the WLS runtime across the pool of available devices.
Users may let the runtime decide where to distribute the operators, or manually constrain where each operator has to run. This is done through a topology
description file which is used to deploy and start a topology. The WLS runtime
is in charge to bind the operators using the appropriate channels and start the
data stream. Depending on the hosting platform, we developed di↵erent communication infrastructure. For server-to-server communication we make use of
ZeroMQ, for server-to-browser and browser-to-server we use WebSockets, while
for browser-to-browser communication we use the recently developed WebRTC.
WLS implements an autonomic controller in charge to increase or decrease
parallelism at operator level by adding WebWorkers in bottleneck situations,
and removing them when they become idle. At topology level, the controller
parallelizes the execution of operators across multiple devices by splitting the
operator, or fusing it back together when bottlenecks are solved, depending on
the variable data load [8].
In this paper we focus on the controller running on each Web browser and
how it can be tuned to make operator o✏oading decisions based on di↵erent
policies and threshold settings. This work is based on our previous work on the
distributed controller infrastructure [9].

2

Operator O✏oading Controller

The Web Liquid Streams controller deals with bottlenecks and failures by migrating streaming operators on available machines, e↵ectively o✏oading the work
from the overloaded machines.
The controller constantly monitors the topology and its operators in order to
detect bottlenecks and/or failures and solve them. In particular, it queries the
streaming operators as the topology runs, and by keeping into account the length
of the queues, the input and output rates, as well as the CPU consumption, it
takes decisions to improve the throughput.
We currently have two distinct implementations of the controller infrastructure: one dedicated to Web server and microcontroller operators (Node.JS implementation) and one running on Web browsers. We decided to have two di↵erent implementations because of the di↵erent kind of environmental performance
metrics we can access. In Node.JS our controller has access to many more details regarding the underlying OS, the available memory, CPU utilization, and
network bandwidth. For example, to trigger a migration or an operator split in
a Web server, the controller needs to check the CPU utilization of the machine
and decides to ask for help when it reaches a given specified threshold [9].
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The Web browser controller has only access to a subset of the environment
metrics, which also heavily depends on the Web browser being used. Thus, the
decision policy needs to be adapted accordingly. In a Web browser environment we only know how many CPUs the machine has available through the
window.navigator.hardwareConcurrency API. We thus decided to use
this number as a cap for the number of maximum concurrent WebWorkers on
the Web browser.
2.1

First Iteration of the Controller

The first implementation of the Web browser controller was designed to behave
very similarly to its Web server counterpart. All the functionalities related to
fault tolerance and load balancing were implemented in the same way using a
di↵erent approach. While the controller cycle was left at 500 milliseconds per
cycle, we applied di↵erent approaches given the di↵erences in environment.
To compute the CPU usage we relied on the hardwareConcurrency API.
P (t) > TCP U ⇤ hardwareConcurrency
When the number of WebWorker threads P on the machine reached the amount
of concurrent CPUs TCP U available on the machine (100% CPU capacity), the
controller raised a CPU overload flag to the central WLS runtime, which in turn
contacted a free host to make it start running a copy of the overloaded operator,
thus parallelizing its execution across di↵erent machines.
WLS also support flow control to avoid overfilling queues of overloaded operators. This ”slow mode” is also triggered by the controller using a two-threshold
rule:
Q(t) > T qh ! SlowM odeON
< T ql ! SlowM odeOF F
The idea behind the slow mode is to slow down the input rate of a given
(overloaded) operator to help it dispatch the messages in its queue Q, while
increasing the input rate on other instances of said operator. Once the queue is
consumed below a given threshold T ql, the controller removes the slow mode, reenabling the normal stream flow. In [9] we tuned many aspects of the controller,
including the slow mode, for three di↵erent families of experiments. Results
suggested that T qh = 20 messages in the queue were enough to trigger the
slow mode, which was released the moment the queue reached T ql = 10 or less
elements.
2.2

Improving the Controller

By stressing the controller through further experiments we noticed that the metrics given by the hardwareConcurrency API were not sufficiently precise to
make the controller behave correctly. Very high throughputs and big message
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sizes in fact showed how the controller took too much time in noticing the bottleneck and asking for help, resulting in very high delays and big queues. We
addressed the problem by tuning some controller parameters. We reduced the
cycle of the controller from 500 to 300 milliseconds per cycle. We then halved
the threshold to trigger the CPU flag to TCP U = 50%.
Finally, we also halved the thresholds to trigger and release the slow mode
while maintaining the same formula, obtaining T qh = 10 and T ql = 5.

3

Evaluation

To evaluate the performance improvement of the various Web browser controller
configurations, we developed a Web cam streaming application. The proposed
topology is a simple three-staged pipeline where the producer (first stage) gathers
data from the user’s Web cam. The filter (second stage) receives the image,
runs a face detection algorithm and draws a decoration over the heads of the
detected faces, then forwards the result downstream. This stage is intentionally
made heavy in terms of CPU time in order to create bottlenecks and stress
the controller. The consumer (third stage) shows the image on screen. All the
operators run on a Web browser.
The machines used are three MacBook Pros, one with 16GB RAM 2.3 GHz
Intel Core i7 (peer 1), one with 4GB RAM 2GHz Intel Core i7 (peer 2), and one
with 4GB RAM 2.53GHz Intel Core i5 (peer 3). All the machines run macOS
Sierra 10.12 and running Chrome version 45.0.2454.101 (64-bit). We are using an
old Chrome version because of recent restrictions related to the use of WebRTC.
The WLS server side runs on a 48-core Intel Xeon 2.00GHz processors and
128GB RAM.
For this experiment we deployed the producer and consumer on peer 3, while
used peer 1 (P1) and peer 2 (P2) as free machines where the WLS runtime can
run and eventually o✏oad the computation of the filter. By default, the WLS
runtime picks the strongest machine (peer 1) to run the filter at the beginning,
and subsequently o✏oads the computation on peer 2. We decided to send a total
of 6000 messages for this experiment at the rate of 75 milliseconds per message
(about 13 messages per second). The size of the Web cam image is fixed to
400x300 pixels, which are converted into messages to be sent, for a total weight
of about 800Kb per message. We used the WiFi (averaging around 200Mbit per
second) to simulate a normal use case scenario environment.
For this kind of experiment, we decided to focus on the delay as the main
metric to measure. In streaming applications that may take into account realtime sensor data, we want to be able to process this data as soon as possible
with as little delay as possible. We make use of the queue size as well to show
how, by transitioning from one implementation of the controller to another, we
are able to keep the queue size small by parallelizing faster and more efficiently.
The results show three di↵erent implementations of the controller (C1, C2,
C3): the first one and the third one represent the two controller implementations described in Section 2. The second one shows a compromise between the
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Fig. 1: Message delay and queue size distributions per peer over the three controller configurations.
two, a similar controller with a cycle frequency of 300 milliseconds and with
the concurrency check halved with respect to the number of processes on the
hosting machine, but with the first slow mode implementation. Table 1 shows
the di↵erences in the three configurations.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the end-to-end message delay of the three
configurations as well as the boxplot (mix-max range, mean and quartiles) of
the queue size. We cut the delay axis at 100 seconds delay for readability.
The first configuration shows two curves that are slowly growing in terms
of number of messages, while keep increasing in delay. This is given by the fact
that with our original configuration, under such circumstances, the controller
was too slow to raise a CPU flag to the WLS runtime, while the slow mode was
triggered too late. The queue boxplots show they were filled and kept being so,
inducing message loss and resulting in this small and slowly increasing curve.
The second configuration shows two distinct curves that correctly processed
the messages in the topology and processed the vast majority of messages with
a delay of 3 to 35 seconds. Both curves follow a similar trend, one being the peer
1 (strongest machine), processing more messages, while the other being on peer
2. By increasing the frequency of the controller cycle and raising a CPU flag
sooner, we are able to deal with the increasing queue sizes, keeping them short,
and parallelize the work sooner.
A similar trend can be found in the third configuration, where we notice that
the majority of messages is executed with less than 10 seconds delay. Both curves

Table 1: Controller configuration parameters
Tuned Parameter
Controller Cycle
TCP U
T qh
T ql

Configuration 1
500ms
100%
20
10

Configuration 2
300ms
50%
20
10

Configuration 3
300ms
50%
10
5
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grow with the same shape, keeping the delay lower than the second configuration.
The further improvement in this configuration shows how, by triggering the slow
mode earlier, we are able to keep queues even emptier, and thus lowering the
delays of the majority of the messages.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have introduced how we approach browser-to-browser operator
o✏oading in the Web Liquid Streams framework. We described our initial control
infrastructure and how we improved it to be more responsive in case of increasing
workloads. The experimental evaluation shows the benefits of the approach by
demonstrating the improvements on the measured end-to-end message delay and
operator queue sizes. By increasing even more the workload we may eventually
end up filling the queues and all the processors available on every machine.
To solve this problem we are implementing support for load shedding [10] that
should be triggered by the controller.
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Abstract. Inspired by the current transition towards a data-centric
society, more and more researchers investigate cost-eﬃcient resource
provisioning algorithms for stream processing applications. While these
algorithms already cover a variety of diﬀerent optimization strategies,
they are rarely benchmarked against each other. This makes it almost
impossible to compare these diﬀerent algorithms.
To resolve this problem, we propose the VISP Testbed, a toolkit which
eases the development of new provisioning algorithms by providing a
runtime for stream processing applications, a library of stream processing
topologies, and baseline algorithms to systematically benchmark new
algorithms.

Keywords: Data Stream Processing, Testbed, Reproducibility

1

Introduction

Due to the current transition towards a data-centric society, the research area
on data stream processing gets more and more traction to tackle the challenges
regarding the volume, variety and velocity of unbound streaming data [10] as
well as diﬀerent geographic locations of data sources [5]. A common approach, to
implement stream processing applications, is to decompose the data processing
into single steps, i.e., operators, and compose topologies as shown in Fig. 1. These
topologies can then be enacted by Stream Processing Engines (SPEs), like IBM
System S [3], Apache Storm [14], Apache Spark [19], CSA [12] or VISP [7].
Manufacturing
Machine
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Analyze
Temperature (2)

Transform Data
(3)

Calculate OEE
(4)

Production Data Sensor
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Dashboard (5)

Temperature Sensor
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Fig. 1. Stream Processing Topology
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The majority of these SPEs is designed, to process a large volumes of data,
nevertheless, they often fail to adapt to varying volumes of data. In typical
scenarios, like the processing of the sensor data originating from manufacturing
machines, as depicted in Fig. 1, the volume of sensor data is often subject to
change due to the variable amount of running machines, e.g., due to maintenance
downtimes or in error scenarios. This variable volume of data requires diﬀerent
computational resources to process the data in (near) real-time. To comply with
the changing resource requirements, it is either possible to over-provision the
SPE, i.e., allocate suﬃcient resources to cover all peaks, or to scale the SPE on
demand, i.e., add computational resources only when they are required.
Fig. 2 demonstrates an exemplary scenario for an elastic SPE, which adapts
at runtime to the resource requirements of the stream processing application.
At the beginning, the incoming data volume is low and it is suﬃcient to only
instantiate one operator of each kind. After some time, the data volume increases
and it is required to replicate individual operators to deal with the incoming
data volume. As soon as the data volume decreases again, the SPE can release
some of the replicated operators while maintaining (near) real-time data processing capabilities. Due to the fact that on-demand resource provisioning is not
trivial, several researchers started to investigate diﬀerent resource provisioning
strategies [1, 6, 9, 17].
Although each of these optimization algorithms follows an individual optimization strategy, they have one common challenge when it comes to the
evaluation of their algorithm. Up to now, none of the established SPEs provides
extensive resource optimization interfaces that can be used to implement and
evaluate custom resource provisioning algorithms. While dedicated benchmarking
frameworks are available for other areas, like iFogSim [4] for fog environments
or Gerbil [15] for semantic entity annotations, there are hardly any projects for
resource provisioning algorithms in the stream processing domain. Although there
exists several benchmarking projects like streaming-benchmarks1 or flotilla2 , the
scientific community picked up this topic only recently [13]. Nevertheless, to the
best of our knowledge there is no framework to benchmark resource provisioning
algorithms for SPEs.
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Fig. 2. Resource Requirements for a Deployed Stream Processing Topology
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https://github.com/yahoo/streaming-benchmarks
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Due to the lack of such a framework, each research group is required to
implement an evaluation environment to evaluate their custom algorithm against
baseline algorithms instead of state of the art algorithms. To fill this gap, we
propose the VISP Testbed as part of our Vienna ecosystem for elastic stream
processing, which not only provides a dedicated interface for new resource provisioning algorithms but also diﬀerent data generation pattern, topologies and
baseline algorithms to benchmark new custom algorithms and create reproducible
evaluations.
Data Provider

VISP Runtime
Resource
Optimization

Arrival
Pattern

Data Stream

Generation
Speed

Data Processing
QoS
Monitoring

Generation
Duration

Monitoring
Data

Resource
Provisioning

Activity
Tracking

Baseline
Algorithm
Custom
Algorithm
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Monitoring
Data

Reporting
Data Aggregation

KPI Calculation

Graph Generation

Fig. 3. VISP Testbed

2

System Design

One of the most crucial challenges for realizing a testbed is the data, which is
used for the evaluation. This data needs to be recorded from real world systems
which makes it very diﬃcult to obtain such data because most data owners do
not support the publication of their data. Although there are some data dumps
available for scientific purposes, e.g., those published in the course of the DEBS
Grand Challenges3 , they are often only suited to evaluate the overall performance
of an SPE and not the adoption capabilities of a resource provisioning algorithm.
Therefore we decided to implement generic stream processing operators with
artificial arrival pattern besides one concrete stream processing topology based on
the T-Drive data set [18]. The artificial arrival pattern can be used, to evaluate the
adoption capabilities of the resource provisioning algorithms in a clearly defined
scenario, before they can be evaluated against real world scenarios without any
predefined arrival scenarios. The system design, as shown in Fig 3, consists of
three components which are discussed in the remainder of this section.
3

http://debs.org/?page_id=24
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Data Provider

The Data Provider component4 is designed to provide a variety of reproducible
data streams as input for the VISP Runtime. These data streams can be configured
based on their generation speed, i.e., how many data items should be generated
each second, generation duration, i.e., how long should the data be generated and
which data generation pattern should be applied. In order to simulate diﬀerent
load scenarios, we have selected four diﬀerent arrival pattern, based on real world
file access pattern [16], as illustrated in Fig 4. These arrival pattern pose diﬀerent
challenges to SPEs as well to its resource provisioning algorithm.
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Fig. 4. Arrival Pattern

The simplest arrival pattern is the constant arrival, which generates a constant
volume of data. This arrival pattern is predestined to test the overall functionality
of a resource provisioning algorithm without generating any need for adoption
after an initial provisioning.
The constant increase pattern is designed to apply stress tests to the SPE
and to the resource provisioning algorithm. This pattern is suited to determine
the maximal time, for which the resource provisioning algorithm can provide
suﬃcient computational resources for the SPE to comply with given Service Level
Agreements (SLAs).
The pulsating arrival pattern generates a constantly changing volume of data.
This pattern requires the resource provisioning algorithm to constantly update
the computational resources for the SPE and is designed to test the adaptation
capabilities of the resource provisioning algorithm.
The last arrival pattern is the spikes pattern, which has similar properties
compared to the constant arrival, apart from short data volume bursts. These
short bursts pose high challenges to any resource provisioning algorithm, because
they may be prone to allocate a lot of resources for this short time, instead of
applying other compensation mechanism like tolerating SLA violations for a short
time.
4

https://github.com/chochreiner/VISP-Dataprovider
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2.2

VISP Runtime

The core component of the VISP Testbed is the SPE, i.e., the VISP Runtime5 , as
presented in our previous work [6, 7]. The VISP Runtime is designed to process
incoming data according to a predefined topology, like the one shown in Fig. 1.
Besides the actual data processing of the incoming data stream, the VISP Runtime
also takes care of resource provisioning for operators and the resource optimization
thereof based on given algorithms. The Quality of Service (QoS) monitoring
component of the VISP Runtime monitors diﬀerent aspects of the data processing,
like the processing duration of single data items, the latency between two operators
or the individual resource consumption of a single operator. Furthermore, the
VISP Runtime also features an activity tracking component, which tracks all
activities within the VISP Runtime, like upscaling or downscaling of a operators
and leasing or releasing new computational resources from a cloud resource
provider. These metrics can be either used for the resource optimization but also
for the Reporting component, which automatically interprets the evaluation. In
order to support future evaluations, we provide a basic library of topologies as
well as algorithms.
Evaluation Topologies Our basic library of topologies is motivated by the
SAP R/3 reference model [2]. Although the SAP R/3 reference model was
originally designed to provide a large variety of business processes for benchmarking purposes, we realized, that today’s topologies have similar structures
and operations, like data replication (AND-operations) or conditional routes
(XOR-operations). Based on this realization, we have selected 10 exemplary
topologies based on our previous work [8] to evaluate diﬀerent scenarios. These
exemplary topologies can be equipped with diﬀerent operators, such as an instant
forward operator, a data aggregation operator or a busy-waiting operator to
trigger a specific CPU or memory load for each data item.
Baseline Algorithms Currently, the VISP Testbed oﬀers two baseline algorithms, whose configuration, e.g., thresholds, can be parametrized if required.
For the first algorithm, we have selected the fixed provisioning algorithm,
where the resource provisioning is specified before the evaluation starts and does
not change, regardless of the actual data volume. This approach allows to model
under-provisioning scenarios, where the SPE has not enough resources at hand
to process all data in (near) real-time at peak times as well as over-provisioning
scenarios, where a segment of the computational resources is not required most
of the time. These two scenarios are suitable to provide a lower baseline for the
QoS related attributes, i.e., in an under-provisioning scenario, and the upper
baseline for the computational cost, i.e., in an over-provisioning scenario.
For the second baseline algorithm, we have selected a threshold based algorithm
to adopt the computational resources on-demand. This algorithm replicates
operators, when a specific Key Performance Indicator (KPI), e.g., processing
5
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duration, exceeds a threshold and scales it down when these resources are not
required anymore. This algorithm provides a more realistic baseline for custom
resource provisioning algorithms than the fixed one because it is able to elastically
react to varying incoming data volumes.
2.3

Reporting

The final component for the VISP Testbed is the Reporting component, which
is currently integrated within the VISP Runtime. This component aggregates
the monitoring data from both the Data Provider and the VISP Runtime to
automatically generate evaluation reports. For our evaluation reports we distinguish between textual reports, which feature quantitative KPIs, such as the
total cost for computational resources, performed provisioning operations or SLAcompliance for the overall data processing, and a graphical representation. For
the graphical representation, the reporting component interprets the monitoring
time series of the evaluation and generates diagrams with the help of gnuplot6 .
This graphical representations can the be used for more detailed analysis of the
resource provisioning algorithm and to identify further optimization potentials.

3

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the VISP Testbed, which provides a basic toolkit
to conduct reproducible and comparable evaluations with the goal to support the
design of future resource provisioning algorithms. Until now, the VISP Testbed
only features a small library of topologies and baseline algorithms, but we plan
to extend the topology library with concrete topologies from the manufacturing
domain [11].
Furthermore, we plan to implement more resource provisioning algorithms
based on our ongoing research as well as those from other researchers to provide
more competitive baselines. At last, we also want to provide an additional probing
component for the VISP testbed, to identify the minimal resource requirements
for a specific stream processing operator, which can then be latter used for the
resource provisioning algorithms.
Acknowledgments This paper is supported by TU Wien research funds and by
the Commission of the European Union within the CREMA H2020-RIA project
(Grant agreement no. 637066).
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Abstract. In this work, we present a method to directly control an existing 3D printer with a retrofittable device and communication to and
from an online service. The control is exerted utilizing calls to a RESTful
API that provides functionality for an online 3D printing service. The direct control of the hardware aims to alleviate problems with the printing
process and a fine grained control for a high-quality printed object. The
system relies on online data acquisition for which this work provides an
implementation based on previous work and extended to a custom made
sensor node.
Keywords: 3D Printing, Additive Manufacturing, Online Service, Hardware Control

1

Introduction

3D printing or synonymously Additive Manufacturing (AM) describes the creation of physical objects from digital models [9]. The creation of the objects
is tool-free and based on the geometrical information from the digital models.
3D printed objects are created using a range of di↵erent technologies and materials [12, 15]. For consumer-grade 3D printers the material commonly used is
either Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) or polylactic acid (PLA), both are
thermoplastics, that are heated above the glass transition temperature, so that
the plastic is soft and extrudable. The heated thermoplastic is extruded through
a nozzle onto the print-bed or a previous layer of the object, where it solidifies by
cooling. This technology is called Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) or Fused
Filament Fabrication (FFF) [7]. With this technology, as with most other technologies, the object is created in a layer-wise fashion, with the material being
deposited at specific places that are defined in the machine code. Other technologies include the sintering of metal powder (Direct Laser Sintering) using a
laser beam for the creation of metal or ceramic objects. 3D printers for the consumer market are open-loop controlled which means that there is no feedback
within the machine on the current operating status. This lack of direct control
can lead to errors and misprints caused by external or internal factors. As an
example, vibration from the machine itself or from external sources, can cause
the object to detach, causing a failed print. In an error scenario, the 3D printer
is occupied for the duration of the 3D print, without producing the requested
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resulting object, thus blocking the 3D printer itself and wasting material, both
the filament and the 3D printer internal components that are specified as usable
for a limited and specific amoutn of time. A number of error states are characterised by a build up phase where the fault is not permanent but will be if
unadjusted. With this research we include sensors for vibration and acoustics in
order to detect such faulty states early. The system we propose is backed by an
online 3D printing service, based on previously published works, that features
a RESTful API. It is elaborated on the timing requirements as well as required
latency for the early detection of faulty states, and the adaption and correction
of machine instructions. This work is describing the service requirements for
an extension of a service to extend and interface with real-world devices, thus
forming a Cyber-physical system (CPS). The scope of this work is to define the
requirements and architectural decisions for such a CPS to control an existing
3D printer via an external, remote service in a closed-loop control manner. Furthermore, this proposed system is not limited to 3D printing but can be utilised
in the remote monitoring and control of other hardware, such as CNC or milling
machines, where sensorial output can be acquired and the control is possible
through computerised systems. Remote monitoring and control capabilities are
also integral concepts for Industry 4.0 scenerios. In the current state, no internal
models of the 3D printing process exist for this work. The intention is to compensate for errors that are resulting from exessive vibration of the 3D printer,
thus allowing for better quality results and reduced power motors thus saving
money and extending the service life time of 3D printers.

2

Related Work

The work by Lotrakul et al. [10] explores the possibility of state and fault detection in AM utilizing acoustic emissions. The authors were able to both detect
filament supply loss and nozzle clogging in their experiment. The information
available through acoustic analysis is further presented in the work by Song
et al. [11] where the authors describe a side-channel attack on the intellectual
property during the printing process.
In contrast to the proposed closed-loop system by Weiss in his master thesis [13] and the corresponding article [14] where the control is directly interfacing
with the motor control, this system will not alter the motor control but will interface through the exposed firmware of the 3D printer that accepts machine
commands through a USB-serial interface. The necessity for an improved process supervision and control is presented in the work by Blandon et al. [6]. In
this work the authors presented a list of potential challenges and problems that
can occur during the 3D printing process.
The authors Faes et al. [8] present an alternative monitoring strategy for
AM utilizing laser scanning. Their work is focussed on the monitoring of process
properties, whereas the following work by Xiong et al. [16] is focussed on the
control strategy.
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In Xiong et al. [16] the authors present a closed-loop control system for wire
and arc AM (WAAM), based on an artificial neural network.
Existing proposals for direct-control of 3D printing hardware is focused on
the direct integration of closed-loop control systems within the 3D printer, respectively the firmware. The system proposed in this work, on the other hand,
utilises an external service for the control component. This externalisation brings
benefits such as flexibility and extensibility at the drawback of latency and the
strict requirement of availability of or connectability to remote components.

3

Proposal

The system described within this work is based on three components: 1. Sensor
Node 2. 3D Printer Adaptor and 3. Printing Service. The sensor nodes are based
on custom built PCBs (Printed circuit board) with a STM32F072C81 MCU
(Microcontroller unit), a MPU92502 IMU (Inertial measurement unit) and a
SPU0410HR5H-PB3 microphone. The sensor nodes are extensions to previous
works presented in [2, 4]. The algorithms for the analysis and evaluation of the
sensor data is implemented in the cloud printing service, presented in [1, 5], as a
service component that is exposed through the service API and o↵ers RESTful
endpoints to the internet. See Figure 1 for the communication flow between
the individual components during printing. In this figure, the adaptor and the
PrintingService are divided by the Internet, and the User is also divided by the
Internet from the PrintingService. The SensorNode is directly attached to a 3D
printer and acquires data throughout the 3D printing process. A configurable
number of SensorNodes is attached to and controlled by a computer system
titled Adaptor which communicates with the 3D printer and the PrintingService.
The PrintingService is equipped with a model of the expected behaviour of the
3D printing process against which the acquired sensor data is checked. These
models are specific to a 3D printer and are to be generated through observation
or simulation.
Preliminary calculations on the speed and latency requirements are based
on the experiment conducted in Baumann et al. [3]. In this experiment, 121
specimens were printed using an FDM 3D printer (Makerbot Replicator 2X )
and the executions were captured and analysed. The objects are of di↵erent
shape and size. From the actual printing time, it was found that the average
movements involving the X-axis were 7.25 per second and 8.57 per second for
the Y-axis. The average distance travelled by the printhead involving the Xaxis is 23.42 mm
and 21.95 mm/s for movements involving the Y-axis. From
s
these numbers, it can be calculated that the average time for any instruction
involving the X-axis is 0.16 s and 0.14 s respectively. In order to provide rapid
interaction with the printing process the lower number of 0.14 s is the hard limit
1
2
3

http://www.st.com/en/microcontrollers/stm32f072c8.html
https://www.invensense.com/products/motion-tracking/9-axis/mpu-9250/
http://www.knowles.com/eng/content/download/5754/91789/version/3/file/
SPU0410HR5H-PB+revH.PDF
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Fig. 1. Component Communication Flow

in which the sensor data acquisition, data transmission, analysis, correction and
instruction re-transmission must occur, i. e., one round-trip. This is estimated
so that only one instruction will be performed without correction thus limiting
potential damage and increasing the chance to recover or compensate.
With an assumed sensor data acquisition frequency of 400 Hz the data transmission must occur in bundles of less than 56 measurements to stay under the
hard threshold given above. As the transmission in bundles versus single data
transmission is a tradeo↵ between latency and transmission volume the following
bundle sizes are tested: 10, 20, 30 and 40 measurements per data submission.
An experiment is conducted in two locations for two application scenarios. The
first scenario is the deployment within a university and the second is the deployment with a customer connected to the Internet using a DSL (Digital Subscriber
Line) connection. From preliminary experiments a clear discrepancy between the
latency of these two locations is evident, see Table 1.
In the following Table 1, the latency to a number of Internet hosts is listed.
Hosts A through C are on the local network ↵ and hosts D through F on the
local network . The roundtrip time listed is achieved for ICMP requests to
the respective hosts and used to demonstrate the potential problems for the
proposed service, based on the available Internet connection. The hosts tested
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are selected arbitrarilly and can be regarded as prototypical connections to and
from universities, inter-corporation connection, local and overseas connections.
Table 1. Roundtrip Times in ms from Locations Connected to the Internet using a
DSL and a 10G Ethernet connection
Host

DSL/Network ↵
rtt
min
avg
max
19.975 20.665 21.692
31.235 31.912 32.759
31.75 32.34 33.116
41.003 42.113 51.259
1.324 1.545 1.930
4.081 5.134 14.389
2.100 2.725 5.171
19.974 20.42 21.281
106.608 108.572 117.772

heise.de
uni-stuttgart.de
fh-esslingen.de
kit.edu
Host A
Host B
Host C
1und1.de
acm.org
Host D
Host E
Host F
mashup.inf.unisi.ch 24.107 25.033 77.941
Average
29.0459

10/100 GE/Network
rtt
min
avg
max
4.335 4.455 4.691
0.343 0.396 0.436
0.734 0.877 1.083
2.563 2.711 4.425

3.831
84.561
0.189
0.130
0.221
6.874

3.868
84.959
0.229
0.251
0.353
7.022
10.5121

3.901
87.13
0.314
0.400
0.559
7.210

The required data rates vary for the sensornode configurations and the amount
of sensornodes. Exemplary it can be defined, that the throughput must at least
be sufficient to stream from three sensornodes with three sensors each (acceleration, temperature, gyroscope) at a data acquisition rate of 400 Hz per sensor.
For this scenario, the raw data to be transported is 49.2 Kib/s, as the acceleration and gyroscope report data on three axis each and each sensor value is of 16
bit size. This throughput is calculated without protocol overhead and assumed
package loss.

4

Benefits and Drawbacks

With the proposed system, the extension of the closed-loop control capability
on new 3D printers is enabled without the requirement to change the firmware
of the respective 3D printer or the alterations in hardware besides the addition
of the sensornodes. Di↵erent 3D printing mode models can be implemented in
the service and selected by the user as per his requirement. The modes can
di↵er in the fault tolerance or achievable 3D print quality. As a drawback of the
proposed system, the constant and uninterupted Internet connectivity is stated.
This connection must be capable to provide high-throughput and low latency
as per the requirements stated. These requirements can vary for sensornode
configurations.
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Conclusion

This work analyses the time available for each component respective transmission sequence of information so that the hard threshold is not exceeded. With
this approach provided, it is possible to provide closed-loop control of existing
3D printers, by the utilisation of a remote service. Potential benefits, such as extensibility and flexibility for the addition of new 3D printers, is discussed as well
as the drawbacks of requiring constant and uninterupted Internet connectitvity.
The work presented in this paper is still in progress and requires the extended
implementation and evaluation of the proposed service and adaptor to generate
the required models of the 3D printing process per individual 3D printer.
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Abstract. Interconnectivity of production machines is a key feature of
the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). This feature allows for many
advantages in producing. Configuration and maintenance gets easier, as
access to the given production unit is not necessarily coupled to physical
presence. Customized production of goods is easily possible, reducing
production times and increasing throughput. There are, however, also
dangers to the increasing talkativeness of industrial production machines.
The more open a system is, the more points of entry for an attacker exist.
Furthermore, the amount of data a production site also increases rapidly
due to the integrated intelligence and interconnectivity. To keep track of
this data in order to detect attacks and errors in the production site, it
is necessary to smartly aggregate and evaluate the data. In this paper,
we present a new approach for collecting, aggregating and analyzing
data from different sources and on three different levels of abstraction.
Our model is event-centric, considering every occurrence of information
inside the system as an event. In the lowest level of abstraction, singular
packets are collected, correlated with log-entries and analyzed. On the
highest level of abstraction, networks are pictured as a connectivity graph,
enriched with information about host-based activities. Furthermore, we
describe our work in progress of evaluating our aggregation model on two
different system settings. In the first scenario, we verify the usability of
our model in a remote maintenance application. In the second scenario,
we evaluate our model in the context of network sniffing and correlation
with log-files. First results show that our model is a promising solution to
cope with increasing amounts of data and to correlate information from
different types of sources.

Keywords: Data Aggregation, Industrial Internet of Things, IT-Security, Big
Data, Complex Event Processing

Introduction
The fourth industrial revolution is a driver that leads to increased interconnectivity
of production assets. Machines and goods are equipped with intelligence as well
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as communication abilities to negotiate processing steps. As a result, a lot of
communication takes place, within a production site but also across the boundaries
of several facilities. For several reasons, such as security and intrusion detection,
pre-emptive maintenance, quality management and error detection, it is necessary
to monitor this communication data. The data generated by smart devices also
contains relevant information about conditions of entities. Furthermore, the
information of controlling entities such as Manufacturing Execution Systems
(MES), Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) or maintenance ticketing systems
can be used to validate the soundness of device behaviour. In this paper, a holistic
approach to collect and connect this data is presented. In our approach, every
information is derived from time-discrete events. It therefore contributes to the
field of Complex Event Processing (CEP) in the domain of Industrial Internet
of Things. We describe a model to classify the data that can be extracted and
a way to connect data from different sources. This is especially useful to take
the context of events into consideration and to semantically assess them. This
paper is organized as follows. In chapter II, the state of the art of monitoring
and aggregation of data as well as context-aware data analytics is described. An
exhaustive specification of our data aggregation model is presented in chapter
III. In chapter IV, the application of our model to two use cases is evaluated. A
conclusion is drawn in chapter VI, as well as an outlook on the continuation of
our work.

Related Work

Event processing has been brought up in the
’s in the context of discrete
event simulation [ ]. Since then, a lot of development has taken place. Nowadays,
because of the rising amount of data and the increasing complexity of information,
databases and sophisticated queries are employed [ , ]. This field is called
"CEP" and applied on many domains, often on business and finance intelligence
[ , ], but also on education [ ] or automation purposes [ , ]. For network
management and IT security, similar concepts are used under the name of Event
Correlation [ , , ]. The methods of CEP are used to correlate, aggregate and
access information in order to gain intelligence that is only available due to the
combination of multiple events [ ]. Most CEP systems are based on data bases
and tailored query languages, for example SASE [ ], but many others as well [ ].
One core idea of CEP is gaining and storing only relevant information from a
wide range of sources. This is called "aggregation". One of the current issues of
CEP is the horizontal correlation of events [ , ]. Correlation is used to describe
relations of cause and effect. This is a non-trivial topic and is heavily domain
dependant task [ , ]. Our model proposes a concept for this issue in the domain
of IIoT.
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Concept of the Aggregation Model
In this section, the concept of the aggregation model is described. It consists of
three vertical and horizontal levels each, as can be seen in table . The vertical
levels depict the layer of abstraction. The lowest level in the table corresponds to
the highest resolution, while the highest level corresponds to the most abstract
view. To ascend from a level to another, data has to be summarized. The
horizontal levels describe the relation between different sources of data. Each
column represents a different kind of data source that can be used to get a specific
kind of data.
Table . Aggregation Model
Level
Level
Level

Cause
Traffic
Effect
e.g. Configuration entries e.g. Network Packets
e.g. Log-entries
e.g. Application Info
e.g. Network Flow
e.g. Log-files
e.g. Data base
e.g. Flow Graph e.g. Log file collection

The leftmost column describes the cause of an event. It is the command or
the action on a system that triggers network traffic and an action on a remote
system. In the middle column, the network traffic of an event is depicted. The
rightmost column describes the effect of an event. It is the action on a remote
machine, triggered by some action or the activity a PLC executes due to a
change of parameters. We assume a network-centric approach, meaning that only
actions that spread within the network are considered relevant. This is because
of the increasing importance of interconnectivity and the inherent effects of it
on computing. Actions on a single host can translated to information of effect
and cause, without any network traffic. This case, however, is not the goal of our
model. Those kinds of data need to be correlated in order to gain intelligence on
the system that is represented by the model.
The layers are introduced to encode the resolution that is used. On the lowest
level, Level in table , singular network packets are collected and analyzed. They
are correlated with singular log-entries on both cause and effect side. The idea is
that a single IP-packet is the smallest unit worth analyzing. On both sides of the
communication, actions can be determined that either result in or were caused
by this traffic, such as log entries or syscalls. This information can be aggregated
and taken to a higher level of abstraction, Level in table . The network packets
can be aggregated to flows. Flows only contain source and destination as well
as duration, number of packets some more meta information. The log-entries
on the hosts involved can be aggregated to log-traces, as can the syscalls. On
the machine labeled as the cause, application data can be taken into account,
depending on the application to gather intelligence on the context of the event.
On the highest level of abstraction, Level in table , the whole network is taken
into consideration. The network-flows are aggregated to network topology graphs.
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The log- and syscall traces as well as the application information are stored in
a compressed form as node-information and correlated with the corresponding
edges in the graph. This allows for a compact, yet complete overview of the
network.

Use Cases and Evaluation
In this chapter, two use cases of our model are depicted. The first use case is a
remote maintenance scenario. In the context of the second use case, modbus-based
network traffic is correlated with logs gathered from PLCs.
.

Remote Maintenance

In increasingly interconnected production networks, secure remote maintenance
gains importance. We apply our model to an architecture for secure session-based
remote administration and maintenance that suits the requirements of segmented
and firewalled production network environments. The architecture is depicted
in fig. . It is divided by means of the zones A, B with limited, i.e. firewalled,
access to zone C, thus without the ability to setup zone-spanning peer-to-peer
connections. The cloud platform takes the role of a relay agent, forwarding
legitimate traffic between entities from zone A to zone B and vice versa.

Fig. . Architectural Overview Remote Maintenance

The cloud platform consists of three core components, each of them contributing information to the aggregation model. The session database holds information
about scheduled, ongoing as well as terminated remote administration sessions.
It is queried by the VPN endpoint in order to additionally authenticate connecting entities, as well as the routing engine to setup forwarding tables according
to session properties. Any traffic related to remote administration passes the
VPN endpoint and can easily be extracted for aggregation. Additional session
state information can be obtained by the routing engine. We further note that
communication between the core components may also be subject to aggregation.
The icons have been taken from [ ]
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Log and traffic correlation

PLCs are computation units in indutrial networks that control production processes. They can be configured via network access. In order to gain intelligence,
we propose to collect network traffic data as well as host-based log information
on the PLC. The schematic architecture that helps us gather the information
necessary is pictured in fig. .

PLC

ICS

Modbus TCP/IP

Sni er

packetbeat

openPLC Logstash
Collector

Visualization

elasticsearch

kibana

Fig. . Architectural Overview PLC Aggregation

The ICS communicates with the PLC we set up using openPLC [ ]. The
network traffic is gathered with packetbeat, the log inforamtion can be extracted
with logstash. Elasticsearch serves as a collector, the findings can be visualized
with kibana. These tools are provided by the company elastic [ ].

Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper, we introduced a novel data aggregation and correlation model. We
showed that it can be employed in multiple fields by presenting two different use
cases. Furthermore, we spotlighted features of our model that meet the demands
in IIoT. Those features can be used to help managing the rising amount of data of
interconnected and intelligent systems. Several different tasks, such as IT-security
or maintenance, motivate the necessity for sophisticated data management. Our
model is able to support this increasinly complex task.
As a next step, we will develop connection operators to make correlation
of events easier. We will enrich our list of data sources to get a more holistic
overview of networks. Other than that, we plan to incorporate algorithms of
machine learning into our framework to help the system find correlations between
events and detect anomalies of any kind.
Acknowledgments This work has been supported by the Federal Ministry of
Education and Research of the Federal Republic of Germany (Foerderkennzeichen
KIS ITS
, IUNO). The authors alone are responsible for the content of the
paper.
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Abstract Docker containers wrap up a piece of software together with
everything it needs for the execution and enable to easily run it on
any machine. For their execution in the Cloud, we need to identify an
elastic set of virtual machines that can accommodate those containers,
while considering the diversity of their requirements. In this paper, we
briefly describe our formulation of the Elastic provisioning of Virtual
machines for Container Deployment (EVCD), which takes explicitly into
account the heterogeneity of container requirements and virtual machine
resources. Afterwards, we evaluate the EVCD formulation with the aim
of demonstrating its flexibility in optimizing multiple QoS metrics.

Keywords: Container, Cloud computing, Resource allocation, QoS

Introduction
Docker containers enable to package an application together with all of its
dependencies and then run it smoothly in other environments. They exploit the
operating system level virtualization, therefore multiple containers can co-exist
and run in isolation on the same machine, thus improving resource utilization.
Differently from virtual machines, containers are lightweight [ ], because they
bundle only the application dependencies while reusing the underlying operative
system. For the execution, a container needs to be deployed on a hosting machine,
which provides computing and memory resources. While doing this, we still want
to exploit the Cloud computing principles, which promote the elastic usage of
on-demand resources. This problem is named container deployment problem (or
container allocation problem). If the deployment of a single container can be done
easily, deploying lots of them, belonging to multiple applications with different
requirements, can be complicated and might lead to resource shortage or resource
under-utilization. In the literature only few solutions consider container features
while determining their allocation (e.g., [ , , , ]) and the most of them are
characterized by different assumptions and optimization goals. Aside from the
work presented in [ ], there is no general formulation of the container deployment
problem in the Cloud.
https://www.docker.com/
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In this paper, we investigate the problem of deploying containers in the Cloud.
Specifically, we evaluate EVCD [ ], a general formulation of the container deployment problem that determines the optimal allocation on virtual machines,
acquired on-demand, while considering the QoS attributes of containers and
virtual machines. Besides computing the initial deployment and the following
runtime adaptation, EVCD provides a benchmark against which other deployment algorithms can be compared. With respect to our previous work [ ], in this
paper we show how EVCD can optimize different user-oriented QoS metrics, such
as the deployment time and cost.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We review related work
in Sect. ; in Sect. we describe the system model and the problem under investigation, before formulating EVCD as an Integer Linear Programming problem
in Sect. . We evaluate the flexibility of EVCD in Sect. and conclude in Sect. .

Related Work
In literature a limited number of works provides a formal definition of the allocation problem for containers; however, due to NP-hardness of the problem,
many heuristics have been proposed. As regards the modeling, in [ ] the authors
propose a constraint programming model that, differently from our approach,
finds a feasible (but not optimal) deployment solution. The work most closely
related to ours has been presented by Hoenisch et al. [ ]. Their model accounts
for container replication as well as their allocation, while considering several
QoS attributes. We do not explicitly consider container replication, however we
postpone to future work the extension of EVCD for considering it.
The existing heuristics aim at optimizing a diversity of utility functions,
namely fairness, load balancing, network traffic, or energy consumption. The
fairness of resource allocation is considered in [ , ]. In [ ], Ghodsi et al. propose the Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF) policy, which works in a system
containing different resource types (i.e., CPU, memory) and assigns them to containers in a Pareto-optimal manner. Then, Wang et al. [ ] further generalize the
notion of DRF to work with multiple heterogeneous servers. Considering a topology of communicating containers, Zhao et al. [ ] propose a policy that minimizes
the traffic exchanged using the network, while balancing the load among virtual
machines. The minimization of energy consumption is considered in [ , ]; these
works propose a greedy placement scheme that allocates containers on the most
energy efficient machines first. All these works focus on system-oriented metrics,
whereas we consider user-oriented metrics, such as the deployment time and
cost. However, EVCD provides a general framework for solving the deployment
problem that can be easily extended to incorporate also those kind of metrics.
Proprietary solutions that support container allocation (e.g., Amazon ECS ,
Google Container Engine ) and open-source alternatives (e.g., Kubernetes ,
https://aws.amazon.com/ecs/
https://cloud.google.com/
http://kubernetes.io/
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Docker Swarm ) usually bundle simple scheduling heuristics and also enable
the execution of custom policies. Among the most common heuristics, we can
find the round-robin policy, which tries to evenly use resources, and well-known
heuristics that solve the bin packing problem, namely greedy best-fit and first-fit.
Specifically, Docker Swarm, the official Docker component that allocates containers on a centralized pool of resources, includes a bin packing policy and a strategy
that balances the number of containers among computing nodes. In our previous
work [ ], we used EVCD to compare some of these heuristics (i.e., round-robin,
greedy first-fit) in terms of achievable QoS performance.

System Model and Problem Statement
Devising an optimal container deployment strongly depends on the assumptions
made about the domain it will be applied to. In this section, we provide a formal
description of the domain entities: containers and virtual machines.
Software Container Model. A Docker container is an instance of an image,
which represents a container snapshot and contains all the data needed for its
execution. For efficiency reasons, an image is structured as a series of layers
(e.g., libraries, custom files), where each one can be downloaded independently
from the others. We define the set of containers as S. A container s œ S is
characterized by the following QoS attributes: Cs , the number of required CPUs;
Dssc , the startup time; Ms , the amount of required memory; and Is , the set of
image layers needed for its instantiation. We assume Is ™ I, where I is the set
of all the available containers images. Each image layer i œ I is characterized by
a weighting factor li which represents the size of data composing the layer.
Virtual Machine Model. A virtual machine (VM) hosts and executes
containers with respect to its capabilities. Being a Cloud resource, a VM can
be acquired and released as needed and paid for the amount of, albeit partially,
consumed Billing Time Units (BTU). Finally, although in theory unlimited, we
assume the number of leasable virtual machines to be limited in a certain time
period. Let V be the set of all VMs, including the active (leased) ones and the
leasable ones. A virtual machine v œ V has the following QoS attributes: Cv , the
amount of available CPUs; DRv , the download data rate of v; Mv , the available
memory capacity; Pv , the cost per BTU; and Iv , with Iv ™ I, the set of image
layers available in v without downloading them from an external repository.
Container Deployment Problem. To solve the deployment problem, we
need to determine a mapping between the set of containers S and the set of virtual machines V in a such a way that all constraints are fulfilled. We investigate
the initial deployment as well as its adaptation at runtime, therefore we solve
EVCD periodically, every · unit of time. We model the container deployment
with binary variables xs,v , s œ S, v œ V : xs,v = 1 if s is deployed on v and
xs,v = 0 otherwise. The variables zv denote whether v œ V is active and hosts
at least one container. Relying on the deployment configuration determined at
https://www.docker.com/products/docker-swarm
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time t ≠ · , we also define the following auxiliary binary variables: av , which
indicates whether v œ V , turned off in t ≠ · , has to be activated in t; as,v , which
indicates whether s is deployed on a newly activated virtual machine v (i.e., with
av = 1); and ”s,v , which indicates whether, in t ≠ · , s œ S was not allocated or
was allocated on u ”= v, with u œ V .

Elastic Provisioning Model
In this section we present our formulation of the EVCD problem as an Integer
Linear Programming (ILP) model. Due to space limitations, we do not report the
full formulation of EVCD, which can be found in [ ]. EVCD is solved periodically,
every · unit of time. We model as QoS metrics the deployment time D(x, z) and
cost C(x, z). The former represents the time needed to deploy every container
in S, whereas the latter represents the monetary cost of the virtual machines
leased for executing the containers. Since the relative importance of these metrics
depends on the utilization scenario, EVCD provides a general formulation that
can be aimed at optimizing specific QoS attributes. Therefore, the objective
function of EVCD is the minimization of F (x, z), which is defined as a weighted
sum of the normalized QoS attributes:
F (x, z) = wd

D(x, z) ≠ Dmin
C(z) ≠ Cmin
+ wc
Dmax ≠ Dmin
Cmax ≠ Cmin

( )

where wd , wc , with wd , wc Ø 0, wd +wc = 1, are weights for the different QoS attributes, and Dmax (Dmin ) and Cmax (Cmin ) denote, respectively, the maximum
(minimum) value for the overall expected deployment time and cost. Observe
that these normalization factors can be computed by solving other optimization
problems or can be approximated relying on previous experiments or on statistical analysis of the runtime execution. The overall deployment time D(x, z)
accounts for the time needed to spawn new VMs, retrieve container images, and
finally start the containers. It can be formally defined as:
Q
R
ÿÿ
ÿ
l
i
aDvsv as,v +
D(x, z) =
xs,v + Dssc ”s,v b
( )
DRv
sœS vœV

iœIs \Iv

sv
where Dq
v is the startup time of a new VM, considered only if a new one is
li
needed, i DR
represents the time needed to download the images Is not yet
v
sc
on v, and Ds is the startup time of s, if s was not already running on v. The cost
C(x, z) includes the leasing of the new VMs and the renewing the expired ones
which are still needed. Relying on the activation vector z and on the auxiliary
variables av , we have that:
ÿ
ÿ
C(z) =
Pv av +
Pv z v
( )
vœV

vœV exp

where the first term on the right end side accounts for the cost of newly acquired
VMs, and the second one accounts for renewing the expired leasings, if needed
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Figure : Elastic provisioning of virtual machines when EVCD receives a varying
demand for resource allocation by containers.
(i.e., if the related VM is still used). The set V exp ™ V includes the VMs whose
leasing is going to expire between the current time t and the next execution of
EVCD in t + · .
The full optimization in [ ] includes constraints that limit the number of
containers deployable on a VM with respect to the available resources as well as
the formal definition of the auxiliary variables.

Experimental Results
To evaluate the EVCD model, we simulate its execution in a system that receives
containers and allocates them on VMs. The aim of this experiment is to show the
flexibility of EVCD, which can elastically acquire and release VMs to host and
execute software containers while optimizing the deployment time of containers,
the cost of leased VMs, or a combination thereof.
We solve EVCD with CPLEX© , the state-of-the-art solver for ILP problems,
on a machine with CPUs and GB RAM. We simulate the execution of EVCD
every · = 15 minutes. Each container requires unitary resources (i.e., CPU,
http://www-

.ibm.com/software/commerce/optimization/cplex-optimizer/
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Table : QoS metrics and VMs acquired under different configurations of EVCD
Average values of the QoS metrics of interest
QoS metric
EVCD_C EVCD_D
Cost of leased VMs per hour
3.8
4.9
Deployment time per container
24.0 s
13.6 s

EVCD_CD
4.1
14.8 s

Relative number of used virtual machines
VM type
EVCD_C
type A
23.4%
type B
76.6%

EVCD_CD
36.8%
63.2%

EVCD_D
44.8%
55.2%

memory) and has a lifespan of L = 30 minutes. A container depends on a set
of image layers, whose cardinality is uniformly chosen between 2 and 4; this set
includes 70% of existing images (if any) and 30% of new images. Each image layer
has a size li uniformly defined in [200, 800] MB. The startup time Dssc of s œ S
ranges uniformly in [8.5, 11.5] s. Two type of VMs are available in V : type A with
4 CPUs, 16 GB of RAM, and Pv = 1; and type B with 8 CPUs, 32 GB of RAM,
and Pv = 1.7. Similarly to the most popular commercial solutions, the BTU is
60 minutes. The startup time Dvsv of v œ V ranges uniformly in [85, 115] s, in
accordance with [ ]. During the experiment, the number of containers requiring
resources fluctuates between 0 and 20 during the timespan of a (simulated) day,
and this pattern is repeated for the following two days. Figure a shows the
number of active containers during the whole experiment; being L Ø · , the
number of active container can be greater than 20.
We evaluate the effects on the containers deployment of three different configurations of EVCD, namely EVCD_C, EVCD_D, and EVCD_CD. EVCD_C
deploys containers by minimizing, as QoS metric, the cost C(x, z), i.e., it solves
EVCD with F parametrized with weights wc = 1 and wd = 0. EVCD_D minimizes the deployment time D(x, z), by solving EVCD with wd = 1 and wc = 0.
Finally, EVCD_CD minimizes both the QoS metrics, by solving EVCD with
wd = wc = 0.5, and normalization terms Dmin = 8.5 s, Dmax = 152.1 s, Cmin = 0,
and Cmax = 10.1. These values result from preliminary experiments. Figure b
shows the number of active VMs during the experiment, whereas Table reports
the average values of the considered QoS metrics and the relative number of used
VMs per type. From Fig. b we can see that, although every configuration of
EVCD acquires and releases VMs to satisfy the incoming load, each of them
follows a different strategy. Differently from the other configurations, EVCD_C
tries to use as few VMs as possible and, if needed, prefers type B VMs (76.6%
of the time, see Table ), because of their economy of scale. However, this leads
to the highest deployment time, which is higher then the optimal one of about
76% (see Table ). EVCD_D neglects the differences in terms of price between
VMs of type A and type B, which are used almost equally. This strategy has the
highest cost (29% higher than the optimal one), however it obtains the lowest
possible deployment time, because it allocates containers on VMs that already
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Figure : Resolution time of EVCD.

host some of the needed image layers, thus reducing the container startup time.
EVCD_CD finds a trade-off between the previous strategies, as can be seen from
Table . It optimizes both the QoS metrics, achieving a deployment time and
cost about 9% and 8% higher than the optimal values, respectively. Moreover,
this strategy shows that, by selecting the weights of F according to the user
preferences, EVCD can be aimed at optimizing different QoS metrics of interest.
Observe that any other combination of weights wc , wd lead to configurations
that lie in between EVCD_C and EVCD_D. Determining the best trade-off
between deployment time and cost depends on the relative importance of these
QoS metrics on the utilization scenario (e.g., different user preferences).
On EVCD Resolution Time. We now discuss about the resolution time of
EVCD and its relationship with the optimization goals. We consider as resolution
time the time needed to compute the exact solution of the ILP problem. During
this experiment, the maximum number of managed virtual machines (both active and leasable) in V is 19, whereas the maximum number of active containers
in S is 40. Figure reports the resolution time of EVCD for the different configurations (i.e., EVCD_C, EVCD_D, and EVCD_CD) during the experiment. In
general, we observe that the resolution time is influenced by the size of the problem as well as by the optimization function F resulting from the different set of
weights. Optimizing a single QoS attribute, i.e., solving EVCD_C or EVCD_D,
is less computationally demanding and has better performances; as can be seen
from Fig. , the resolution time of EVCD_C and EVCD_D is always below
1 s. Conversely, solving a multi-objective optimization problem is harder and
produces higher resolution times with greater fluctuations with respect to the
previous configurations. The complexity of CPLEX does not easily reveal the
motivations behind the number and amplitude of these fluctuations. During the
whole experiment, the 95th percentile of the resolution time for EVCD_C and
EVCD_D is 189 ms and 33 ms, respectively, whereas EVCD_CD has a 95th
percentile of about 24.6 s, i.e., two order of magnitude higher.
It can be demonstrated that the deployment problem is NP-hard (see [ ]),
therefore EVCD does not scale well as the problem instance increases in size.
Nevertheless, by determining the optimal deployment of containers over an elas-
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tic set of VMs and evaluating the subsequent runtime reconfigurations, EVCD
provides a benchmark for evaluating heuristics, for developing new ones, and for
identifying the most suitable ones with respect to specific optimization objectives.

Conclusion
In this paper we have described and evaluated EVCD, a formulation of the elastic
provisioning of virtual machines for container deployment. EVCD is a general
and flexible model that can be conveniently configured to optimize different QoS
metrics. Aside computing the initial allocation, EVCD can adapt the containers
deployment at runtime, if needed. The experimental evaluation has shown the
flexibility of the proposed model, which has optimized the deployment time of
containers, the monetary cost for their execution, and a combination thereof.
As future work, we plan to extend the formulation of EVCD to include other QoS
attributes (e.g., network traffic, resource utilization) and the runtime replication
of containers. Moreover, we plan to develop efficient heuristics to deal with large
instances of the container deployment problem for the initial deployment and to
support runtime reconfigurations.
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Abstract. The automation of Cloud application provisioning is one of
the most important key success factor for Cloud Computing. In case
a complex composite Cloud application has to be provisioned across
multiple different private Clouds, a single centralized provisioning engine
or workflow is not possible: For security reasons, private Clouds typically
do not expose their internal provisioning APIs to the outside to make
them callable by an external service. Thus, distribution of provisioning
logic across multiple is required. This paper envisions that choreographies
can be used to distribute the provisioning logic.

Keywords: choreography, provisioning, cloud computing

Overview
Cloud computing gains more and more attention due to its economical, organizational, and technical benefits. The reason for this evolution lies in the essence
of Cloud computing—the industrialization of IT [ ]: application provisioning,
operation, management, and termination are automated as much as possible
and follow well-defined processes to provide industrial properties for virtualized
infrastructure, middleware, and software as a service. To enable this, Cloud
providers employ Cloud management software to virtualize, manage, and operate
their physical infrastructure. One part of this management is responsible for
rapid on-demand provisioning of parts of a multi-Cloud application for customers.
It has been shown that not all management tasks can be done in a declarative
way [ ]. Moreover, many applications need to consume different services for their
particularities that are not completely provided by one single Cloud provider [ ].
Thus, these applications need to be distributed across several different Clouds to
gain the needed functionality. Distributing components of one application onto
multiple Clouds, however, increases the complexity of provisioning: Provisioning
applications on a single Cloud (based on internal provisioning engines) helps the
Cloud provider to secure the system: most of the required management operations
can be executed locally by provisioning engines behind strict firewalls and only
coarse-grained fascade APIs need to be exposed to the outside. This changes if
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the application is distributed across multiple Clouds: the provisioning on different
Clouds needs to be orchestrated by an external provisioning engine. Thus, Cloud
providers have to expose also the low-level management operations, interfaces,
and APIs to make them accessible from the outisde. Figure shows this kind of
provisioning for an application hosted on a Tomcat as WAR file. First, a virtual
machine has to be instantiated, then a Tomcat has to be installed. Afterwards,
the WAR file has to be deployed and configured. The calls to the respective
management operations have to pass the firewall of the local Cloud provider,
which might not be allowed.

Configure WAR

Deploy WAR

Install Tomcat

HTTP

HTTP

SSH

(WAR)

(Tomcat)

(Ubuntu)

(VM)

Instantiate VM

Remote

HTTP

(OpenStack)

Local

Fig. : Orchestration-based Provisioning

The Vision
We have the vision of modelling the provisioning of distributed multi-Cloud
applications as a choreography model, wherein each participant flow executes
the provisioning of one part of the application on one provider.
As a consequence, we need a means to coordinate the provisioning of multiCloud applications in a way that the execution of provisioning logic remains
on the side of Cloud providers in order to avoid the low-level management
functionalities must be made accessible from the outside. Our proposed solution
is to use choreographies [ ] for application provisioning: the provisiong logic has
to be split among the participants, each representing a local Cloud provider.
Figure presents such a model for the example. Now, the remote workflow sends
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Remote

Local

Fig. : Choreography-based Provisioning
a single message triggering the provisioning within the local Cloud provider.
The provisioning is implemented by a workflow running within the local Cloud
provider.

Discussion
Herry et al. [ ] generate provisioning workflows out of given constrains. Our
approach relieas on human-generated choreography models. The infrastructure
for executing the provisioning workflows does not need to be available all the
time: Vukojevic-Haupt et al. [ ] showed hat it is also possible to provision that
middleware on demand.
Another approach is to model a single provisioning workflow and to split
this workflow according to the distribution of the topology. For the split, new
coordinators might be required [ ]. When using a choreography model, the
provisioning workflows and their coordination can be generated easily as the
coordination of participants is inherently specified by the choreography.
The idea presented in the paper is not tied to concrete languages or tools. To
validate the approach, we plan to (i) enable swimlanes in our current modeling
tool and (ii) to show that the approach is feasable in our OpenTOSCA eco
system.
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Abstract. The cloud is often utilized with the hope to increase the IT
budget efficiency. Software as a Service in combination with its key feature
multi-tenancy shines here brightly but its adoption is complexed by the
multiplicity of solutions. In detail, multiple multi-tenancy approaches
meet many possible database systems requiring a reliable comparison
to find the optimal match. This article briefly explains multi-tenancy,
its benefits and implementations and indicates through the results of
an extensive literature review a missing benchmark of multi-tenancy
approaches. It proposes and describes the benchmark and its setup to
gain reliable results of the space usage and performance.
Keywords: cloud, SaaS, multi-tenancy, database, benchmark

1

Introduction

An increasing number of companies try to address their business challenges and
opportunities with their IT budget more efficiently in response to growing IT
budgets or IT budget constraints.1,2 Restrictively, big business solutions and
services do not match requirements and also budgets for small and middle-sized
companies leaving a business gap and opportunity [1]. A possible solution to
their problem is provided by the cloud, especially Software as a Service (SaaS)
in combination with multi-tenancy. The application of multi-tenancy enables the
better utilization of hardware and economies of scale for IT service providers [2,
3]. It also allows the pooling of more tenants on a single server, resulting in either
a smaller price or a bigger gain and therefore a better competitiveness [2]. Small
or middle-sized companies on the other hand are then able to optimize or even
reduce their IT budget through the adoption of these services. Big companies
can take advantage of multi-tenancy by merging their internal services into a
single database or application to reduce their maintenance staff and costs [1].
1
2

http://diginomica.com/2016/12/21/it-spending-and-staffing-in-2017computer-economics-on-the-cios-cloud-predicament/
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Multi-tenancy is the primary feature of SaaS and enables the handling of
multiple independent tenants in a single instance on a single hardware and
software infrastructure while allowing individual configuration to the tenant’s
needs [3, 4, 5]. It captivates by the combination of efficiency improvement and
the enabling of customization which provides a broad range of application targets.
The most efficient application of multi-tenancy can improve the served number
of tenants from about a dozen to more than hundred per machine and therefore
enable huge cost savings [6, 7].
Companies have different possibilities to utilize multi-tenancy and thereby to
improve their IT budget efficiency. Various approaches have been proposed in a
lot of articles [1, 5, 7, 8, 9] for the adoption of multi-tenancy in the database layer
proving an academic interest in the research field. Thus, diverse implementations
for different database solutions are available, but even though some of them have
been tested, contractionary results have been released which exacerbates the
solution selection [6, 8, 9]. Unfortunately, neither a guideline for the selection of
the best matching multi-tenancy approach nor a summary of all implementations
exists to simplify the identification of possible solutions. The development of
such a guideline requires a reliable benchmark with criterias like space usage and
performance to test and compare the multi-tenancy approaches to enable the
selection of the best matching solution for the scenario.
This article proposes the setup for the benchmark so that the guideline for the
selection of multi-tenancy approaches can be created. It covers first the different
multi-tenancy implementations and reasons why the existing work cannot be
used for the guideline development. In the following, the ideas for the settings
and configuration of the benchmark for multi-tenancy approaches are explained.
Lastly, the article is concluded and future work areas and plans are presented.

2

Multi-Tenancy Background and Related Work

This section briefly explains the different levels of multi-tenancy in the database
layer. It approaches their implementation opportunities and lastly justifies the
required creation of a new benchmark.
Separate databases provide each tenant its own database instance that is
adaptable to their needs but multiple tenants share the same machine [6, 10,
11]. The shared database provides each tenant its own tables, but all share the
same database process [7, 11]. Lastly, shared table approaches [7, 11] preserve
data from many tenants in the same tables and each row is marked with a
tenant id [11]. Shared tables are not a single approach, they represent a category
of various implementations most efficiently addressing the problem of multitenancy adoption. They avoid data replication, support client customizations and
encourage business changes while serving the highest number of tenants through
their lowest overhead [6, 10]. On the downside, the solutions often turn the
database into a dumb data repository and many features like query optimization
or indexes must be reimplemented [11, 12]. Additionally, the security must be
handled outside the database and generic columns can only used if sparse tables
are handled efficiently [11].
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Clustering Extension Tables
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Interpreted Record
Multi-tenant Shared Tables
FLEXSCHEME
Flexible Relational Data Model

In summary, 22 shared table approaches were identified in the extensive
literature review. The standardized benchmarking of shared table approaches
is complicated by the required adaptions of the initial benchmark schema to
each approach because they utilize custom schemas. Additionally, the merge
of the database tables of all tenants requires an extendable approach schema
and therefore the extensibility and the efficiency of its implementation must be
determined. The different approach schemas may also vary about the efficiency of
their space usage so that the space usage must be analyzed specifically for shared
table multi-tenancy approaches. Lastly, it must be checked if the approaches can
be implemented in the specific database system or must be excluded for some
or all systems. The relational database systems to be benchmarked must be
added to the complexity of the missing overview, resulting in a non trivial n to n
problem which is illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1: Problem Visualization
All identified and implementable approaches need to be comprehensibly
and repeatably compared by their space usage and performance to gain the
information for the determination of the optimal implementation. Such a test
environment is realized in a benchmark which are created in the articles of Krebs
et al. [3] and Kiefer et al. [13] but they lack the full support for shared table
approaches. Krebs et al. [3] developed an extension for the in the meantime as
obsolete marked TPC-W3 and is only able to test the very simple basic table
approach. The MulTe framework designed by Kiefer et al. [13] can only examine
separate databases and shared databases. Benchmark standards of the Transaction
Processing Performance Council (TPC)4 cannot be applied to shared table multitenancy approaches since they support only single tenant databases and therefore
provide no tenant configurable schema. Hui et al. [2] based their test settings
on the TPC-C and TPC-H frameworks but just briefly described them and also
3
4
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optimized them to their test scenario. However, some of their test specifications
inspired this proposed benchmark and were adopted. In conclusion, no existing
benchmark can be utilized for the testing of shared table multi-tenancy scenarios.

3

Benchmark Proposal

This section covers the proposed benchmark. The complete benchmark must
be automatically executable and easily extendable to cover new shared table
approaches to finally develop guidelines for the simple selection and implementation of the best matching approach. In the beginning, only the shared table
approaches are addressed due to their best cost efficiency. First, the benchmark
background is approached by the influences to this proposal and the description
of TPC. Next, the general setup of the benchmark is explained. Third, the test
environment is specified in more detail. The settings for result measurement
conclude the section.
Existing research of Hui et al. [2] and Aulbach et al. [8] inspired the setup of
this benchmark. Hui et al. [2] contributed the foundation of TPC-H, the concurrent
access query number and the measurement of space usage and performance, while
Aulbach et al. [8] partially utilized the query statement numbers and also the
concurrency aspect. TPC-H was selected as benchmark base because it aims on
concurrent data manipulation and data of large volumes and broad industry-wide
relevance which are the characteristics of cloud scenarios. Moreover, the service
for many customers leads to big data volumes and requires the handling of
concurrent accesses. Since TPC-H approaches normal business requirements, has
an industry-wide relevance and is easily implementable in relational databases, it
also provides a fair benchmark base. The selection is further justified by Kiefer
et al. [13] who also based their benchmark on TPC-H. The Transaction Processing
Performance Council is a community which provides a wide range of database
benchmarks to enable effective performance comparisons between them. TPC
frameworks are currently not applicable to multi-tenancy approaches as already
stated, so that only general guidelines of TPC-H could be adopted and were
then applied to the shared table context: In the beginning, the database tables
are created. Afterwards, the data is generated and lastly the test queries are
executed.
Mapping these guidelines to the multi-tenancy context results in the initial
setup of all tenants’ general schema. The test data is generated and populated
into the database to ensure the same base data for all tested approaches to avoid
any result biasing. In the next step, the specific approach tables regarding the
tenants’ requirements are created and the base data is mapped into them. In the
last step, the concurrent benchmark queries are executed and benchmarked.
The schema is specifically chosen for the testing of multi-tenancy and comprises only the three tables orders, lineitems and parts to simulate multi-tenant
characteristics. The schema of TPC-H is therefore simplified and to multi-tenancy
adapted to focus on the determination of the performance in terms of response
time allowing for the extensibility of the approaches. The targeted scenario is
a service provider who serves multiple small clients by hosting and managing
their data and aims for the long-tail of business applications. It does not change
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the stored data volume of the big single tenant application of the TPC-H but
splits them between between many tenants. While only the shared attributes of
all tenant groups are displayed in Figure 1, the schemas of the other groups are
enriched for their use cases. The benchmark scenario will be configurable between
100, 250 and 500 tenants, each having ordered 3000 times with four lineitems.
The catalog contains 187500 parts so that the benchmark with 500 tenants will
run against more than 7.5 million records in total. The tenant number is based
on the assumption that the usage of shared tables must provide a significant
increase of served tenants to warrant the effort for its adoption. The other ratios
are taken from the TPC-H benchmark whose selection is justified in section
2. The lineitem table is used to regard the different tenant requirements and
has a customized column length for each tenant group. Five tenant groups are
introduced in the tests meeting different business requirements which results in
varying table column numbers. Therefore, also different ratios of these groups will
be considered to represent multiple business scenarios. The first groups uses only
a very small subset of the possible attributes, the second employs just slightly
less attributes than the normal group which utilizes the general schema. The
fourth group lacks a bit more attributes than the normal group and the fifth
group utilizes much more attributes than the all other groups to satisfy their
business requirements.

Fig. 1: Evaluation Schema
The measurement and resulting metrics are conducted with the execution of
SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE queries. SELECT queries must be
more often executed to provide helpful results leading to 100 and 1000 statements,
while INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE queries allow already good comparisons at
50 and 100 statements. The benchmark queries are inspired by the queries of
TPC-H but primary focus on the performance testing of the characteristics of
shared tables or multi-tenancy instead of specific business logic. In consequence,
queries must be executed on both the attributes shared by all tenant groups
and custom extension attributes since they are a key feature for the enabling
of multi-tenancy and their impact needs to be analyzed. A practically relevant
SaaS scenario requires additionally the concurrent execution of tenants’ queries
which is met through queries of a configurable number of tenants considering the
tenant groups’ ratio. The minimum concurrent load will be 10% of the tenants
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and can be increased up to 50%. Lastly, same and different table queries must be
executed to reveal the load balancing capability of the multi-tenancy approaches.
As result, the strength and weaknesses of the approaches regarding the storage
usage as well as the response time of reads and writes can be demonstrated and
analyzed.

4

Conclusion

This article indicates through the results of an extensive literature review a
missing benchmark of multi-tenancy approaches. It also proposed the setup for
a reliable and useful multi-tenancy benchmark for shared table approaches to
close the identified information gap. The benchmark is inspired by existing work
and seized their ideas for a general shared table benchmarking scenario to ensure
meaningful results for all identified approaches in relevant scenarios. Future
research does not need to collect basic information about multi-tenancy anymore
and can either extend the proposed benchmark or start its development. This
will finally enable the creation of an guideline and so simpler adoption decisions
for companies as well as avoid costly wrong decisions. The development focuses
on relational database systems like MySQL and PostgreSQL, but the support for
NoSQL databases is considered as a possible and useful option because the latter
enables the utilization of new technologies which cannot be realized in relational
databases. The benchmark will be theoretically tested against the findings of
Sim et al. [14] and Huppler [15]. Beside the inclusion of separate databases and
shared databases, the benchmark could also consider the handling of metadata
and middleware in future to take these effects into account.
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Abstract. This paper describes a work-in-progress, design-oriented approach to support the analysis of sustainability in product life cycles.
The envisioned system provides a modeling method for structuring and
collecting information about a product life cycle. By adapting analysis
methods from the research field of environmental and social life cycle
assessment, it further allows to explore and identify sustainability risks.
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Introduction
The recently adopted United Nations resolution ”Transforming our world: the
Agenda for Sustainable Development” [ ] is an example of the growing
global awareness for environmental, economic and social problems. The complexity
of these problems calls for a collaborative effort of all societal actors, be it
governments, firms, NGOs, or citizens, in finding and implementing solutions.
One of the goals formulated in the resolution is sustainable consumption and
production. This highlights the responsibility of consumers and producers in
the context of sustainability. However, consumers and producers alike face an
information gap: the question ’how sustainable is a product?’ is not easily
answered. But gaining the relevant information will enable them to make informed
decisions regarding a product’s sustainability characteristics. The work presented
in this paper aims to solve this problem from an information systems (IS)
perspective, whereby the two guiding research questions are:
. How to assess a product’s sustainability?
. How to visualize and communicate a product’s sustainability?
This paper proposes a design-oriented approach [ ] that contributes to the
field of enterprise modeling, by developing a modeling method [ ] for product
sustainability. The modeling method is part of an information system that enables
researchers and practitioners to model and analyse product life cycles with respect
to sustainability.
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The following section describes this general vision and research idea: the
envisioned artifacts and the relationship to the research field of life cycle assessment is laid out. As a first step towards this goal, the author has developed a
domain-specific modeling language (DSML) and software tool that is limited in
scope, but already supports assessment and visualization of certain aspects of
product sustainability. This initial step towards the research goal is described in
section . Section draws a conclusion and briefly discusses how the existing
work can be extended towards the general vision.

A Design-Oriented Approach to Product Sustainability
Design-oriented IS research, as proposed by Österle et al. [ ], means to develop and
evaluate artifacts that provide utility to specific stakeholders by solving a specific
problem. In this case, the focused stakeholder group consists of organizations, e.g.
firms and NGOs, that want to analyze a product’s sustainability. Organizations
willing to disclose the gained knowledge shall further be supported in providing
transparency to external stakeholders, like customers or suppliers.
As the most common definition of sustainability - to meet the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own [ ] - takes a global perspective, a product in itself can never be sustainable
in this global sense. However, its production and use can have various levels of
effects on global sustainability (see [ ]). So the goal is to create visibility of social
and environmental effects within a product life cycle (i.e. from the extraction
of raw materials to production, use and finally disposal or recycling). Taking
as example a modern ICT product like a smartphone or a laptop, potential
sustainability problems can be identified along the whole life cycle: from the
mining of so called “conflict minerals” that finance armed conflicts in Central
Africa [ ] to the illegal shipping of electronic waste to developing countries,
where the products are disassembled under hazardous conditions [ ]. Regarding
the domain of product sustainability, the life cycle assessment (LCA) research
community provides methods for identifying and assessing these effects. While
the “classic” LCA methodology is mainly concerned with environmental aspects,
the inclusion of social aspects has recently grown more important [ ].
Hereby, the main research idea is to design a modeling method for product
sustainability that incorporates a LCA perspective. A modeling method consists
of a modeling language, a modeling procedure, and supporting mechanisms and
algorithms [ ]. These elements can then be implemented in an information system
that supports the assessment of product sustainability to allow for informed
decisions. The user roles of modeler and viewer have differing needs concerning
such a system. A viewer might only be interested in aggregated visualizations
and results based on the created models. But, in order to improve the quality
of the results, the models need to be as detailed as possible. This motivates the
need for specific mechanisms and algorithms that perform calculations on the
input models and transform detailed models into aggregated visualizations.
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The envisioned modeling language and procedure, as well as the necessary
mechanisms and algorithms are described in the following:
Modeling Language and Procedure: A meta-model of product sustainability forms
the conceptual basis. It further describes and structures the problem domain.
The general idea is then, to develop a DSML and procedure based on the meta
model. The language and procedure will be implemented in a software tool that
serves several purposes:
– To support a prospective modeler in structuring and collecting information
about a product life cycle.
– To enable a viewer to explore and identify sustainability risks within the
product life cycle.
Mechanisms and Algorithms: In order to provide aggregated results and perform
assessments, the proposed system draws inspiration from LCA methods. Examples
for computational analysis methods that were developed for (environmental) LCA
make use of sequential methods, linear programming or petri nets [ ]. Any of them
may potentially be adapted for the proposed system. However, as the goal is to
integrate environmental and social assessment, the methods need to be evaluated
regarding their adaptability to social aspects. Apart from that, petri nets seem
like an interesting choice, as this would (given corresponding transformation
mechanisms) allow for the possibility to ‘drill down’ from aggregated models,
using a domain-specific notation, to the underlying formal petri nets.

Initial Steps and Existing Work
As a first step towards the research goal outlined above, the author has developed a
DSML named ’TracyML’. The modeling language serves the purpose of visualizing
social risks within a product life cycle. In its current state, TracyML focuses on
the early life cycle phases from extraction of raw material to the assembly of
the final product. It is further restricted to the stakeholder group workers and
visualizes social aspects like the risk of forced labour or excessive working hours.
The language was developed by adapting a method proposed by Frank [ ]. It
features a meta-model and a graphical notation, which was developed with an
emphasis of usability and understandability.
Additionally, a web-based prototype modeling tool was developed. A running
instance and the source code is available under www.gotracy.org. It implements
the features of TracyML, and further visualizations based on user-created models.
As part of the evaluation, the software tool was applied to two ICT product use
cases, a computer mouse (www.nager-it.de) and solder wire (www.fairloetet.de).
In both cases, the organizations provided supply chain data that could be used
to model the extraction of raw materials and assembly of components. The
assessment of the social risks is then based on generic regional data, taking into
account the location of the known production sites in the supply chain.
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Conclusion and Outlook
The next step is to extend the TracyML meta model to a broader sustainability
perspective, covering social and environmental aspects. The preceding work has
laid the basis for the envisioned information system, but already exposed some
challenges. For example, in order to not overload the user, the complexity of
a modeling language should be kept in check [ ]. But, as system visibility is
an important enabler for sustainability [ ], the underlying assumptions and
calculations should be traceable for the interested user. Here, the developed
solution needs to strike a balance between simplicity and traceability, which
needs to be continuously evaluated. Finally, the work presented here contributes to
enterprise modeling by addressing the arising challenge of product sustainability.
The results provide utility for firms, NGOs, and consumers. Prospective users
are supported in identifying sustainability issues in a product life cycle, and
deducting courses of action through informed decision.
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Abstract. Nowadays the access to a cloud computing environment is
provided on-demand offering transparent services to customers. Although
the cloud allows an abstraction of the behavior of the service providers
in the infrastructure (involving logical and physical resources), it remains
a challenge to fully comply with the Service Level Agreements (SLAs),
because, depending on the service demand and system configuration, the
providers may not be able to meet the requirements of the customers.
This paper proposes algorithms to address the need for optimization when
handling computational resources before establishment the SLA.

Keywords: Cloud computer, SLA, optimization, IaaS

Introduction
In recent years, cloud computing has been one of the most widely discussed areas
of Information Technology (IT). Cloud computing can also be regarded as an
extension of other paradigms such as standard grade and utilitarian computing;
this enables business applications to be viewed as sophisticated services which
can be accessed by means of a network (the Internet) [ ].
Cloud Computing is conceptually divided between three basic services models:
Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). These models set out the capacities of the cloud
services and how such services can be rendered to clients. This approach can be
viewed as a division of rendered services in abstract layers [ ].
Cloud Computing is a vast and complex computing paradigm that is closely
bound up with the business dealings of its clients. It has always been a challenging
task to provide clients with a suitable infrastructure for rendering services.
Different clients require different resources depending on their hosted applications
or demands made by users for these applications. For example, a particular
client may have a CPU-Bound application while another client has a MemoryBound application. One client might have an application with a large number of
simultaneous accesses, whereas another client might have an application with
only a few random accesses.
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The Cloud providers generally offer several configurations of virtualized resources (combinations of CPU, Memory and Disc space based on Virtual Machines
(VMs)). Some configurations of virtual machines are predefined. Providers such
as Amazon EC and Microsoft Azure employ a methodology in which the clients
themselves are responsible for giving a precise estimate of the necessary resources
and selecting the VM to be contracted [ ].
It should be remembered that the users do not always have the technical
knowledge to handle the provisioning of resources, not to mention the fact that
this task can be burdensome for them. Therefore, the application of some kind
of optimization technique for the provisioning of resources can make this an
automated task. This can ensure the maximum use of computational resources
and hence, the user need not to pay for more than she/he really needs. They will
pay a fair price for the contracted service.
In this paper, our concern is with the IaaS service model and thus we have set
out to create and evaluate optimization algorithms that fully comply with SLAs.
We propose two optimization algorithms aimed at overcome the highlighted
challenges. First, we describe a deterministic algorithm that is able to search
exhaustively the problem solution space. Next, a micro-Genetic Algorithm (µGA)
is proposed aiming to search more efficiently the solution space.
The paper presents two algorithms providing novel solutions for automating
resource allocation in cloud computing and initial results of their performance.

Literature Review
The cloud is a highly scalable environment in which the demand for services
can change unexpectedly. Thus, the automatic allocation of resources to meet
this demand is becoming an issue of great interest in both the academic and
industrial world.
Correct provisioning allows for a better use of available computational resources and the whole infrastructure which comprises cloud, since it carries out a
more efficient mapping between the loading and resources [ ]. For example, the
task of providing more computational resources to a client becomes more feasible
and it can be made available more easily since the resources are virtualized.
Moreover, while from the standpoint of the clients, the resources can be regarded
as unlimited, it should be remembered that the allocation of more resources has
an influence on the final cost. This cost has to be passed on to the client and it
requires effective mechanisms on the the provider side.
There are several studies that analyze mechanisms for managing resources in a
cloud environment. The suggestion of Amazon, that there should be an automatic
reconfiguration of the infrastructure of the clients, is based on monitoring by
means of Cloud-Watch Alarms and Scaling Policies. The scaling of Amazon Web
Services (AWS) can be carried out by employing metrics which are generally
based on the consumption of CPU time or on policies that are essentially divided
between Manual Scaling, Dynamic Scaling and Scheduled Scaling [ ].
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There are many complex problems within the area of cloud computing that
can be addressed by solutions that are found through optimization. For example,
a) the problems of allocating virtual machines in a real machine [ ]; b) energy
saving [ ]; c) scaling and load balancing of applications in virtual machines [ ]; d)
the use of resources aimed at reducing costs, while still guaranteeing a satisfactory
performance [ ]; and e) ensuring the QoS is in compliance with the SLA.
All these problems require optimal or sub-optimal solutions which can be
achieved through techniques that are conceptualized within the area of optimization. This study seeks to tackle the problem of allocating resources in a suitable
way by employing a heuristic and a meta-heuristic.

Methods
Some experiments were conducted with the QoS parameters described earlier
in Section . These experiments were carried out in the CloudSim Simulator
. .
version , with the aid of a computer with an AMD Phenom(tm) II
X
T Processor, with
GB of RAM memory, . TB of disc storage
and the Ubuntu . . LTS operational system with a kernel version . . .
CloudSim was configured for the execution of three types of VM requests based
on m .medium, m .large and m .xlarge from Amazon EC .
When the experiments were conducted, an SLA was stipulated for a particular
client, the QoS attributes consisting of Capacity (C c ), Time (T c ), Availability (Ac )
and Cost/hour (C/hc ). The simulation involves executing the client application in
the capacity described in the SLA. As a result of the execution, the response time,
availability and cost/h returned by CloudSim are obtained. If the parameters
returned by the CloudSim are not compatible with the descriptions in the SLA, a
meta-heuristic is applied to find a solution (Capacity (C ú ), Time (T ú ), Availability
(Aú ) of cost/h (C/hú )) which can be best adapted to the requirements of the
client. Thus, the proposed method will try to define for the provider the best
arrangement of VMs (sú, mú, lú).
Two algorithms were designed to solve this problem: a deterministic algorithm
(vide Algorithm ) and a µGA (vide Algorithm ). These methods will optimize
the number of virtual machines contracted by the client. Thus, the representation
of the solution (encoding) is defined by (s, m, l), which are the number of Virtual
Machines (VMs) of type Small, Medium and Large, respectively, that will better
satisfy client requests.
The representation of solutions (s, m, l) are evaluated by CloudSim Simulator
. .
version, that is configured for the execution of three types of VMs. As a
result of its execution, the capacity (C ú ), response time (T ú ), availability (Aú )
and cost/h (C/hú ) returned by CloudSim are obtained. If these parameter values
are not compatible with those defined in the SLA (C c , T c , Ac , C/hc ), another
representation of solution (sÕ , mÕ , lÕ ) must be evaluated. This compatibility is
estimated by Equation( ).
http://www.cloudbus.org/cloudsim/
https://aws.amazon.com/pt/ec /instance-types/
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f (P [i]) = |

Cc ≠ Cú
Tc ≠ Tú
A c ≠ Aú
C/hc ≠ C/hú
|+|
|+|
|+|
|
Cú
Tú
Aú
C/hú

( )

The Manhattan Distance [ ] is employed to estimate how close the solution
is to the values stipulated in the SLA. There are four objectives with scale of
values, so a standardized system is necessary based on Gap values.
The search space is defined from the number of machines adjusted by the
client, where an amount
% above or below the desired number of VMs are
evaluated. For example, if the client contracted
VMs, the possible interval to
explore remains between
and
VMs. In this case, representation of solutions
as (s, m, l)=(1, 20, 4) or (s, m, l)=(0, 0, 75) are allowed since 25 Æ (s+m+l) Æ 75.
Thus, all possible combinations of VMs within this range of % is evaluated
aiming to obtain the best value for Equation ( ).
Algorithm describes the deterministic algorithm, where all possible combinations for (s, m, l) are exhaustively evaluated and the best one is returned.
Algorithm shows the proposed µGA. This method is a genetic algorithm (GA)
version which operates with a smaller-sized population and employs a convergence
criterion that allows reinitialization.
Algorithm : DeterminisAlgorithm : µGA algorithm
tic algorithm
Input: SLA: C c , T c , Ac , C/hc
Input: SLA: C c , T c , Ac , C/hc
// . Sweep all the search space
repeat
//generate a capacity to be
evaluated
Generate(s, m, l)
Evaluate(s, m, l)
until Until all (s, m, l)
possibilities within the interval
have been tested;
//return a better configuration
found to satisfy the SLA of the
client
return SLAú : C ú , T ú , Aú , C/hú

// . Generate a population with individuals
InitializePopulation(P)
//Assess the fitness of each individual in the
population
Evalutate(P)
repeat
Selection(P)
Crossover(P)
Mutation(P)
Evaluate(P)
if the best individual is not updated after
iterations then
Reinitialize(P)
end
until time limit has been reached;
//return the best individual
return SLAú : C ú , T ú , Aú , C/hú

The population was adjusted until it settled at only individuals, each of which
represents a possible VM configuration (s, m, l) for the client. The initialization
generantes randomly individuals (s, m, l) such as min Æ (s + m + l) Æ max,
where the possible range is defined by [min, max].
A tournament is applied to select between two individuals one to take part
in crossover. The BlX-– crossover [ ] is applied to generate new individuals.
However, if (s + m + l) Æ min or max Æ (s + m + l) for the new individual,
the necessary amount is added or deduced from the last position (l). If it is not
enough, the amount can be also reduced from position m.

Computational Results
The computational tests were divided into
scenarios compounded by different
number of VMs available in a data center as shown in Table . We report the range
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to explore solutions [min, max], the Execution Time spent and the total Number
of combination evaluated by the deterministic algorithm for each scenario.
For a data center with
VMs, it was assumed that the client requested
VMS, so the range to be explored is [2, 8] in this case. It can be observed that for
VMs, a fairly high execution time is already obtained in a scale of minutes
( . minutes). The time increases exponentially for the others scenarios as a
result of the large number of VMs. The execution takes longer than
minutes
for V M s > 50. The deterministic algorithm is able to find the optimal solution
for this problem once it explores completely the solution space. However, these
results indicates that the method is not viable for practical proposes even for a
small number of VMs.
The µGA was executed
times for each scenario with minutes as stop
criterion by execution. It was assumed that minutes is a reasonable time to
reply a client request. After all executions, the success rate achieved by µGA
was estimated by comparing the best solution of µGA with the optimal solution
found by the deterministic algorithm. A sucess is computed if µGA finds the
optimal solution in some run. The proposed µGA was able to find the optimal
solutions for all scenarios in all
executions. Table ?? reports the average
Time with standard deviations to find the optimal solution.
This correctness rate was obtained in less than minute for all scenarios by
µGA, in contrast with the deterministic method that took more than minute
in all cases, except by VMs= .
Table . Response time to the µGA and Deterministic model of
from
until
available VMs.

scenarios scenario

Number
Execution Time Time µGA
of VMs [min, max]
(minutes)
(minutes)
[2, 8]
.
0.13 ± 0.15
[5, 15]
.
.
± .
[7, 22]
.
. ± .
[10, 30]
.
.
± .
[12, 37]
.
.
± .
[15, 45]
.
. ± .
[17, 52]
.
. ± .
[20, 60]
.
. ± .
[22, 67]
.
. ± .
[25, 75]
.
. ± .

Conclusion
It is not a trivial task to provide a cloud computing user with an efficient
infrastructure, that respects the SLA and its QoS attributes, while at the same
time seeking to reduce costs. Within the domain of cloud computing, the most
wide-ranging problems can be mapped out in solutions that generally involve
optimization based on their complexity and the large number of resources that
can be scalable.
This article addresses one of these challenges which was to provide the client
with a self-manageable infrastructure with the provision of SLA agreed between
the client and provider. Our proposal mapped some of the QoS attributes that
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determine the criteria for the SLA and we also designed and analyzed algorithms
that allow an optimized reconfiguration of the infrastructure based on these
criteria. The results provide evidence that the µGA algorithm is efficient and
applicable to the solution of the problem.
In future work, we intend to carry out new tests with a bigger number of VMs
and clients. We are also going to design new meta-heuristic algorithms so that
a comparison can be made between them, and at the monitoring phase. Other
QoS attributes will be added to the SLA and new constraints to the problem
such as defining a maximum cost threshold that the client is able to afford.
Acknowledgments The authors thank CNPq, CAPES and FAPESP (processes
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- ) for the financial support funding the this
research work.
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Abstract. Despite offering various advantages, the usage of Business
Process Management technologies to orchestrate workflows in the Internet
of Things (IoT) is still in its infancy. In this work, we demonstrate an
extended version of our PROtEUS process execution system for IoT.
Besides the processing of sensor streams and interacting with humans,
PROtEUS++ is capable of dynamic service invocation as well as selfmanagement to detect and repair errors that happen during process
execution. We show the system executing various dynamic and errorprone processes in the Smart Home.

Introduction
The IoT and its associated technologies are currently transforming the world
of purely digital information systems into Cyber-physical Systems (CPS). The
interaction with the physical world requires feedback loops and flexible service
composition to compensate errors, which makes selection of IoT services highly
context dependant. The BPM and SOA communities provide promising technologies for increasing the automation within CPS. However, the convergence
of these research areas has only just started. With PROtEUS++ we present a
novel self-managed IoT/CPS workflow engine with dynamic service discovery,
which combines BPM and SOA concepts applied in the context of CPS. We show
new use cases for PROtEUS++ in the smart home providing an adaptive light
control system and executing distributed processes on mobile robots.

PROtEUS Base System
The PROtEUS base system and its highlighted extensions are shown in Fig. .
PROtEUS is a workflow system designed to execute processes in the IoT [ ]. It
features a Petri net based core engine. A complex event processing (CEP) engine
is used to process sensor streams from digital and physical sources. The service
invoker is able to call a variety of external Web services or services deployed on its
local service platform and thereby invoke physical actuators. Users can interact
with processes via the HumanTask Handler and the Process Manager to control
the execution. The Distribution Manager allows for executing subprocesses on
other remote PROtEUS instances. The extended PROtEUS++ system adds the
Semantic Access Layer and the Feedback Service to the base system.
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Fig. . The basic process execution system (PROtEUS) and its extensions.

Semantic Service Selection
PROtEUS is extended with a Semantic Access Layer (SAL) [ ] as shown in
Fig. . The core of this service is a knowledge base that contains information
about all IoT sensors and actuators, their capabilities and contexts, as well as
their associated IoT services and interfaces. User defined SPARQL queries can
be sent to the SAL from a process activity to find and invoke IoT services in a
specified context at runtime. If an IoT service can be found as a process resource,
a call to our IoT middleware (here: OpenHAB) is issued to execute this service.

Process
Model
(SPARQL)

PROtEUS
Semantic Query

Lifted Response

SAL
Lowered Invoke

Knowledge Base
(Interface,
Capabilities, Context)

Response

IoT-Service

IoT-Service

Sensor

Actuator

Cyber World
Physical World

Fig. . Architecture of the semantic access layer (SAL).

Feedback Service for Self-management
The base system can be used in combination with the Feedback Service [ ], which
adds self-management (here: self-healing) in the form a cyber-physical feedback
loop to PROtEUS (cf. Fig. ). This service implements the MAPE-K loop for
autonomous systems applied to the process execution [ ]. This loop enables the
linking of the execution of process activities to their physical effects: Monitoring
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gathers relevant sensor data from the environment and execution system; Analysis
analyzes the data regarding the fulfillment of the process goals; Planning searches
for compensations (here: alternative actuators or services) in case of unexpected
errors; and Execution executes these compensations. All components use the
Knowledge Base to store and retrieve relevant information (e. g., for finding
replacement services). This loop is executed until a process goal is reached or
cancelled if errors cannot be compensated. These Process Goals are specified on
the activity, subprocess or process level. They contain the paths to relevant sensor
data, a condition defining the successful execution, and a condition defining the
need for entering the Planning phase due to an error [ ].

Demo
We present several real-world use cases of PROtEUS++ executing three example
processes. ) A process demonstrating the base system and the dynamic service
selection via the SAL–a health monitoring process asking the user for its wellbeing in case of a detected emergency and calling an ambulance if the user is
unresponsive. ) A process demonstrating the base system interacting with the
Feedback Service. A continuous process controls the light levels in a room to be
within certain thresholds–selecting an alternative light source or notifying the
user if the lights fail. ) A process demonstrating the execution and feedback
control of a distributed process on a service robot–repeating the subprocess on
another robot if it fails during the driving to different locations. Along with these
processes, we present the modelling tool [ ] as well as a mobile control center
app to interact with the workflows [ ].
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